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A B S T R A C T 

Stability Analysis and Controller Design for Switched Time-Delay Systems 

Kaveh Moezzi Madani, 

Concordia Unviersity, 2009 

In this thesis, the stability analysis and control synthesis for uncertain switched 

time-delay systems are investigated. It is known that a wide variety of real-world 

systems are subject to uncertainty and also time-delay in their dynamics. These 

characteristics, if not taken into consideration in analysis and synthesis, can lead 

to important problems such as performance degradation or instability in a control 

system. On the other hand, the switching phenomenon often appears in numerous 

applications, where abrupt change is inevitable in the system model. Switching 

behavior in this type of systems can be triggered either by time, or by the state of 

the system. A theoretical framework to study various features of switched systems 

in the presence of uncertainty and time-delay (both neutral and retarded) would 

be of particular interest in important applications such as network control systems, 

power systems and communication networks. 

To address the problem of robust stability for the class of uncertain switched 

systems with unknown time-varying delay discussed above, sufficient conditions in 

the form of linear matrix inequalities (LMI) are derived. An adaptive switching 

control algorithm is then proposed for the stabilization of uncertain discrete time-

delay systems subject to disturbance. It is assumed that the discrete time-delay 

system is highly uncertain, such that a single fixed controller cannot stabilize it ef

fectively. Sufficient conditions are provided subsequently for the stability of switched 

time-delay systems with polytopic-type uncertainties. Moreover, an adaptive con

trol scheme is provided to stabilize the uncertain neutral time-delay systems when 

the upper bounds on the system uncertainties are not available a priori. Simulations 

are provided throughout the thesis to support the theoretical results. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

Stability analysis for time-delay systems has attracted many researchers in recent 

years due to its importance in several practical control systems (see e.g. [68], [21] and 

references therein). In numerous control applications such as multi-vehicle coordi

nation, manufacturing systems, spacecraft exploration missions and network control 

systems, time-delay has a visible impact on the output response. Neglecting delay in 

control design procedure can result in poor closed-loop performance or even insta

bility. In addition, all practical systems are subject to disturbances, and sometimes 

abrupt change in their parameters (due, for example, to changes in the operating 

point). These are important and inevitable factors in many physical control systems 

which are often neglected in performance analysis and control synthesis, leading to 

significant discrepancies between the real behavior of the system and what one might 

expect from simulations. Several methods are proposed in the literature to reduce 

(or compensate for) the effect of uncertainties and disturbances in control problems 

[53], [46], [32], [104], [63], [95]. It is to be noted that the magnitude of delay in 

a real-world system may also be subject to change and/or uncertainties, and no 
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information about the range of delay may be available [34], [11], [47]. 

To study the class of time-delay systems which are subject to abrupt change 

in their parameters, the problem is often formulated in the framework of switched 

systems. This introduces a relatively new line of research, namely switched time-

delay systems. Problems of this type occur, for example, in rate assignment in 

wireless communication networks [103], networked control systems (NCS) [61], power 

systems [51] and biological systems [82], [14]. From a more practical view-point, 

each model in the family of models considered in switched systems is also subject 

to parameter perturbation and uncertainties. While there is a rich literature on the 

stability analysis and controller design for time-delay systems [68], [21], switched 

systems [43], [44], [85], [12], uncertain time-delay systems [63], [10] and switched 

time-delay systems [81], [80], the proposed techniques cannot effectively handle the 

class of uncertain switched time-delay systems. This special class of control systems 

has important industrial applications, and is the main focus of the present thesis. 

It is desired to develop tractable stability conditions for this type of systems, and 

design efficient controllers for them accordingly. 

While in most of the existing work on the stability of time-delay systems 

it is assumed that upper bounds on the magnitude of the delay and the parameter 

uncertainties are available and one single controller would be able to meet the design 

specifications, in many physical applications there is no a priori knowledge on these 

bounds. In fact, stability may not be achievable by one single controller when the 

magnitude of uncertainties (or parameter variation) is "large". On the other hand, 

supervisory switching control schemes (e.g. the ones in [26], [81], [108]) which are 

proposed to stabilize highly uncertain systems (or systems with parameter jump) 

are often ineffective in presence of time-delay. This signifies the importance of 

developing a novel technique to handle the class of uncertain switched time-delay 

systems noted in the previous paragraph as the main objective of this thesis. 
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Consider a highly uncertain time-delay system subject to disturbances. It is 

desired to design a stabilizing control scheme and develop stability conditions with 

the following properties: 

• The effect of disturbances is rejected as much as possible. 

• The scheme is robust to the parameter uncertainties as well as time-varying 

delays. 

• The control strategy should be stable in the presence of sudden jumps in 

the magnitude of delay and also in system parameters (robustness to abrupt 

changes in system dynamics). 

Briefly, the main objective of this research is to analyze the stability and sta

bilization of highly uncertain time-delay systems. 

1.2 Background 

Many Physical systems cannot be modeled with sufficient accuracy by an ordinary 

differential equation (ODE) [21]. In particular, in many systems the future evolution 

of the state variables not only depends on their current value, but also on their past 

values. Such systems are called time-delay systems. Time-delay systems are often 

described by functional differential equations (FDE). Such systems are sometimes 

referred to as systems with aftereffect, or systems with time lags. 

Practical applications of FDEs in the 20th century motivate a lot of inter

est in the mathematical studies of FDEs. Some fundamental results on the zeros 

of quasiploynomials were developed by Pontryagin [68]. Chebotarev studied the 

Routh-Hurwitz type problems for quasipolynomials. On the other hand, Krasovskii 

extended the Lyapunov's theory to time-delay systems in 1956, and Razumikhin pro

posed a method to avoid functional in the Lyapunov stability analysis [22]. While 
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most of these results are for the case of retarded time-delay systems (which will 

be defined later), some extensions to the neutral functional differential equations 

(NFDE) are provided by Kolmanovskii and Nosov [40]. For a thorough study of 

the history of time-delay systems control, see the survey paper [68] and references 

therein. In particular, there are numerous books covering various aspects of retarded 

systems [7], [40], [50], [23]. 

1.3 Examples of Time-Delay Systems 

A time-delay model can be used either to reflect the true time lag, or to approximate 

high-order systems. In this section, some practical examples of time-delay systems 

with emphasis on engineering problems are borrowed from [21] and [22] to show the 

applicability of this type of system. 

Regenerative chatter in metal cutting. [21], [22] The metal cutting pro

cess on a lathe can be mathematically modeled as 

my(t) + cy(t) + ky(t) = -Ft(f + y(t) - y(t - r)) 

where m, c and k are the inertia, damping, and stiffness of the machine, the delay 

time r = 2 * TT/LO corresponds to the time workpiece to complete one revolution, and 

Ft(-) is the thrust force depending on the instantaneous chip thickness / + y(t) — 

y(t — r) (for a comprehensive study of this model see [83]). 

Internal combustion engine. [21], [22] The Mean Torque Production Model 

is often used to describe an internal combustion engine. In such a system,, the 

crankshaft rotation is modeled by the following equation of motion 

Ju(t) = TS - n) - Tf(t) - Tload{t) 

where Tj is the torque generated by the engine, r, is the delay due to engine cycle de

lays such as fuel-air mixing, ignition delay, and cylinder pressure force propagation. 

For more examples, see [36]. 
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Communication Delay in Remote Control and Networks. Time delay 

also occurs in the real-time control systems which use a common serial network. 

Examples of such applications include networked control systems [55] and master-

slave teleoperation in robotics [3]. 

Feedback Loop Delay. Sometimes delay appears in the output measurement 

and transmission in feedback control systems. This occurs, for instance, in finite-

time observer design [49], and tuning of active vibration absorbers [64]. 

1.4 Mathematical Representation of Continuous 

Time-Delay Systems 

A simple dynamic model in the form of FDE that is often used to describe retarded 

time-delay systems is as follows 

x(t) = /(*> x(t),x(t - n),x(t - r2), ...,x(t - rK)) 

where x € R n is the state variable, and r±,..., rK € R are bounded time-delays such 

that 0 < n < ... < rK. The largest delay will be denoted by r, which in this case 

is rK. In the above equation, it is clear that the system behavior depends on the 

current value of the state x(t) and its past values x(t — J-J), i = 1,.... K. A more 

general form for describing time-delay systems with FDEs is as follows 

x(t) = f(t,xt) 

xt(8) = x(t + d), -r<0<O (1-1) 

x{6) = <f>(6)., t0-r<9< t0 

where </>(0) is the initial condition of time-delay system (1.1) on [t0 — h,t0]. For a 

function <f> € C([a,6],Rn), define the continuous norm || • ||c as 
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| | ' II1- ^a^i. ' i ' x y ' i 

a<6<b 

(Here || • || represents the 2-norm || • | |2). The more general form of the time-delay 

systems, namely neutral time-delay systems, can be described by: 

x(t) = f(t,xuxt) 

In a neutral time-delay system, x(t) and x(t + 6) (—r < 6 < 0) both appear in the 

differential equation. 

1.5 Stability Analysis of Continuous Time-Delay 

Systems 

Assume without loss of generality that the FDE presented in (1.1) admits the trivial 

solution x{t) = 0. The concept of a stable, asymptotically stable and uniformly 

asymptotically stable time-delay system is given in the following definition [21]. 

Definition 1.1. For the system (1.1), the solution x(t) = 0 is said to be stable if 

for any ( o £ R and any e > 0, there exists a 5 = S(t0,e) > 0 such that ||x to | |c < 5 

implies that \\x(t)\\ < e for t > t0. It is said to be asymptotically stable if it is 

stable, and for any t0 G R, and any e > 0, there exists a 5a = 5a(t0, e) > 0 such that 

ll^tollc < $a implies limt_>00x(i) = 0. It is said to be uniformly stable (US) if it is 

stable and8{t(j,e) can be chosen independently oft0. It is uniformly asymptotically 

stable (UAS) if it is US and there is a 8a > 0 such that for any r\ > 0, there exists a 

T = T(5a,n), such that \\xto\\c < S implies \\x(t)\\ < rj fort >to + T and t0 E R. It 

is globally (uniformly) asymptotically stable if it is (uniformly) asymptotically stable 

and Sa can be any arbitrarily large (but finite) number. 

Stability analysis of continuous time-delay systems can be divided to two dif

ferent categories: frequency domain analysis and time-domain approach. The main 
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focus of this thesis is directed towards time-domain approaches, and hence some 

relevant techniques and tools for stability analysis of time-delay systems in time 

domain is reviewed briefly in the sequel. 

1.5.1 Lyapunov-Krasovskii Functional Method 

In the study of systems without delay, one of the most popular methods is utilizing 

Lyapunov function to determine the stability of a dynamical equation. For a system 

without delay this requires to find a Lyapunov function V(t,x(t)), which in some 

sense is a measure of deviating the solution x(t) from the origin. Since for a time-

delay system the value of state x(t) in the interval [t — r, t] (i.e. xt) is needed to 

specify the system's evolution, the corresponding Lyapunov function turns out to 

be a functional V{t,xt) depending on xt, which measures the deviation of xt from 

the origin. 

From the above discussion, one can extend the Lyapunov stability analysis to 

time-delay systems [41]. According to the Lyapunov-Krasovskii stability theorem, 

a time-delay system is asymptotically stable if there exists a Lyapunov-Krasovskii 

functional V(t,xt) such that 

u(\\x(t)\\)<V(t,xt)<v(\\xt\\c) (1.2) 

V(t,xt)<-w(\\x(t)\\) 

where u, v, and w are strictly increasing functions satisfying u(0) — v(Q) = w(0) = 0, 

lims_>00u(s) = co, and || • ||c is defined as 

| H | = max | | ^ ) | | 
—r<8<0 

In fact, the Inverse Lyapunov Theorem is also valid in this case [41]. 

Various Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional have been proposed in the literature. 
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For example, to find the stability conditions for the following linear time-delay sys

tem 

x{t) = Ax(t) + Bx(t - r) (1.3) 

the Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional given below can be used 

r° 
V[xt) = xT(t)Px(t) + / xT(t + 0)Sx(t + 

J — r 

6)dd 

< 0 (1.4) 

where P and S are positive definite matrices. This leads to the stability criterion 

PA + ATP + S PB 

BTP -S 

The stability condition given by the above inequality is delay independent. One 

of the most popular methods for finding a delay-dependent criterion is to rewrite 

(1.3) in the following form 

±(t) = (A + B)x(t) + B J [Ax(t + d) + Bx(t + 6- r)}6 (1.5) 

and use the following Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional 

\ xT(8)R1x(9)ddds+ / / xT{d -r)R2x{6 -r)dOds 
•r Jt+e J-r Jt+e 

where P, B,i and i?2 a r e positive definite matrices with appropriate dimensions. This 

leads to the following stability criterion 

P(A + B) + (A + B)TP + rRx + rR2 rPAB rPB2 

* - r i J i 0 < 0 

* * — rR2 

where " *" denotes the symmetric entries. The dependency of this criterion to the 

value of the delay is evident. Note that different stability criteria with different 

degrees of conservatism are introduced in the literature using various Lyapunov-

Krasovskii functionals. 



1.5.2 Razumikhin Approach 

Since the Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional uses the state variable x(t) in the interval 

[t — r,t], it requires to manipulate certain functionals, which makes the applica

tion of the Lyapunov-Krasovskii Theorem rather difficult. As an alternative, the 

Razumikhin Theorem uses only functions rather than functionals. This method is 

described next. 

Razumikhin [22] showed that for a time-delay system to be asymptotically 

stable, it is sufficient to require 

V(x(t))<-w(\\x(t)\\) 

whenever 

V{t + 6,x(t + 6))<p(V(t,x(t))), for all 0€ [ - r ,O] 

where p(-) is a continuous nondecreasing function satisfying p(s) > s for all s > 0. 

Choose the Lyapunov function V(x(t)) = xT(t)Px(t), and set w(s) = es2, p(s) = 

(1 + t)s, with e > 0. Then 

V(x(t)) + a[(l + e)V(x(t)) - V(x(t - r))] < —e||^(i)|j2 

for some a > 0. Since e is an arbitrary value (which can be chosen sufficiently 

small), the following stability criterion is obtained 

< 0 (1.6) 
PA + ATP + aP PB 

* —aP 

A comparison between (1.6) and (1.4) reveals that the results obtained from the 

Razumikhin Theorem are more conservative than the ones obtained from the Lyapunov-

Krasovskii Theorem. However, the Razumikhin Theorem is also applicable to sys

tems with a large class of time-varying delays, which is its main advantage over the 

Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional-based method. Delay-dependent stability criteria 



using the Razumikhin Theorem can similarly be derived based on model transfor

mation as stated in the previous subsection. 

1.6 Discrete Time-Delay Systems 

In this section, the problem of stability of discrete time-delay systems is investi

gated briefly. A function 7 : R + —• R + is said to be of class £ ( 7 € K.) if it is 

continuous, zero at zero, and strictly increasing. For a given real number r > 0, let 

C([—r,0],R") = {^ : [—?"-0] —• R".Vl/ is continuous} be given. Given a positive 

integer m, define N _ m = {-m,... , - 1 , 0 } , and let \\<f>\\m = maxe 6 N _ m { | |0 (0) | |} . 

Consider the discrete time-delay system given below 

x(n + 1) = / ( n , xn), n > n0 

(1.7) 

3-n0 = 4> 

where x G R n , n0 G N , and / € C ( N x C([-m, 0 ] , R n ) , R " ) . Furthermore, 

4> G C([—m, 0 ] ,R n ) , where m G N represents the delay in system (1.7), and 

xn G C([—m, 0], R") is defined by xn(s) = x(n + 5) for any s G [—m, 0]. 

It is assumed that / ( n , 0) = 0 so that (1.7) admits the trivial solution. It is 

also assumed that system (1.7) has a unique solution, denoted by x(n) = x(n, n0 , <j>), 

for any given initial data: n0 G N and (j> G C([—m, 0], R n ) . The following definition 

is presented for the stability type of discrete time-delay systems [45]. 

Definit ion 1.2. The trivial solution of system (1.7) is said to be uniformly stable 

if for any given initial data: n0 G N , xno = (j>, and for any e > 0, there exists a 

5 = 5(e) > 0 independent of n0 such that when \\<f>\\m < $> the following inequality 

holds: 

\\x(n,no,(f>)\\ < e for any n > n0, no G N (1-8) 

The trivial solution is called uniformly attractive if for each given initial data: 

n0 G N , xno = <j>, and any r\ > 0, there exist a positive real number a = a(rj) > 0 
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and a positive integer K = K(rj) > 0, where both a and K are independent of n0, 

such that when \\(/>\\m < & and n > n0 + K, the following inequality holds: 

\\x(n,n0,4>)\\ <r) i.e. lim \\x(n,n0, <j>)\\ = 0 (1.9) 
n—*oo 

The trivial solution of (1.7) is said to be uniformly asymptotically stable if 

for any initial data: no € N, xno = <f>, the trivial solution of the system (1.7) is 

uniformly stable and uniformly attractive. 

In [45], several Razumikhin Theorems are introduced for different stability 

types of system (1.7). One of those theorems is given below, and the interested 

reader is referred to [45] and references therein for a comprehensive study. 

Theorem 1.1. Assume that there exist functions Ci,c2 G K. and a positive definite 

function V(n,x) such that the following conditions hold: 

• C l ( | | x | | ) < V ( n , x ) < ^(Hxll); 

• for any 4> € C([-m, 0],Rn) and some s G N _ m ; V(n,</>(0)) > V(n + s. cj>(s)) 

implies V(n + 1, / (n , </>)) < V(n, (j>(0)); 

• for any <j> G C([-m, 0],Rn) and some s G N_ m - {0}; V(n,^(0)) < V(n + 

s,(j>(s)) implies V(n + l,f(n,(j>)) < maxe6N_m{V(n + d,<j>(9))}. 

Then system (1.7) is uniformly stable. 

The discrete-time counterpart of the Lyapunov-Krasovskii Theorem is pre

sented below [77]. 

Theorem 1.2. Assume there exist continuous functional V : C —> R and continuous 

nondecreasing functions v and w : R + —• R + with the properties v(0) = tv(Q) = 0, 

v(s) > 0 and w(s) > 0, Vs > 0; such that 

0<V(xn)<v{\\xn\\c), V(0) = 0 
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AV(xn) := V(xn+1) - V(xn) < -w(\\xn\\c), 

Mxn G C satisfying x(n + 1) = f'(xn). Then the solution x = 0 of x(n + 1) = f'(xn) 

is asymptotically stable. 

1.7 Robust Stability Problem 

In this section, some important problems concerning robust stability of time-delay 

systems are presented using a simple example [28]. Let the nominal model for a 

linear continuous system with time-varying delay be given by 

x(t) = Ax(t) + Adx{t-d(t)), t>0 

x{t) = (/)(t), t G [-h,0] 

where x(t) G R™ is the state vector, A and Ad are constant matrices of appropriate 

dimensions. The delay d(t) is assumed to be a time-varying differentiable function 

that satisfies 

0<d(t)<h, \d{t)\<fi (1.10) 

where h and p, are positive constants. The initial condition (j>(t) is a continuous and 

differentiable vector-valued function of t over the interval [—h, 0]. 

In what follows two classes of uncertainties, namely time-varying norm-bounded 

and polytopic-type uncertainties, are investigated. The first class is concerned with 

the uncertainties of the following form in the system model 

[AA(t) AAd(t)} = DF(t)[Ea Eb] 

where D, Ea and Ed are appropriately-dimensioned constant matrices, and F(t) is 

an unknown real matrix with Lebesgue measurable elements satisfying the inequality 

FT(t)F(t) < / , Vi 
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The second class of uncertainties in the system matrices is formulated as the 

real convex polytopic constraint 

[A Ad]en, n-.= {[A(0 Ad(0] = J > [ ^ A&-], J > = 1, & > 0} 
j = i 3=1 

where Aj,Adj, j = 1, ...,p, are constant matrices with appropriate dimensions, and 

£j, j = 1, ...,p, are time-invariant uncertainties. 

1.7.1 Switched Systems 

The continuous-time dynamic model of many practical systems is governed by some 

discrete switching signals. This class of systems is referred to as switched systems, 

and its examples include biological systems, air traffic control, NCS and power 

systems, to name only a few (see, e.g. [43] and references therein). It is known that 

highly uncertain systems and the system which are subject to abrupt changes can 

be effectively modeled in the framework of switched systems [43], [30], [31], [2], [1], 

[75], [57]. 

A switched system is formulated as a family of plant models along with a 

switching event. The switching event can be divided into two categories: state-

dependent and time-dependent. In state-dependent events, the state space is par

titioned into finite or infinite number of operating regions. When the system state 

hits a region's boundary, the corresponding dynamics is activated. Piecewise-afnne 

(PWA) systems are systems with state-dependent switching signals. In time-dependent 

events, the switching signal is a piecewise continuous signal which activates a partic

ular subsystem in a set of subsystems (family of models). Time-dependent switched 

systems, on the other hand, are systems governed by prescribed switching signals 

which are explicit functions of time. 

Several methods are developed recently to analyze the stability of switched 

systems. Common Lyapunov functions were proposed in [43] to provide sufficient 
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conditions for the stability of the switched systems under arbitrary switching signals. 

The concept of stability under slow switching was first introduced by Hespanha 

in [30], [31], where the notion of the average dwell time was introduced, which 

provides a sufficient condition to maintain the stability of the switched system. 

The multiple Lyapunov functions approach proposed in the literature also provide 

sufficient conditions for the stability of switched systems [35], [80]. This approach, 

however, provides less conservative stability conditions compared to the common 

Lyapunov function technique. 

Piecewise-Affine Systems 

PWA systems are a class of switched systems with state-dependent switching events. 

This type of system model is often used to analyze the stability of certain real-world 

control problems with nondifferentiable nonlinearities such as saturation, dead-zone, 

backlash, etc. [75]. These systems consist of a family of subsystems and a state space 

partitioning. When the system state hits a certain boundary, the corresponding 

subsystem is activated. In [35], [5], quadratic Lyapunov functions are employed and 

linear matrix inequalities (LMI) are subsequently derived as stability conditions for 

the PWA systems. Sum-of-squares (SOS) polynomials were proposed recently as 

candidate Lyapunov functions (see e.g. [75] and references therein). 

1.7.2 Switched Time-Delay Systems 

A class of time-delay systems whose dynamics are subject to abrupt change has at

tracted considerable attention recently, due to its application to several engineering 

problems. This type of system can be modeled efficiently as a switched time-delay 

system; e.g., see [54], [33] for an example of rate-assignment in a wireless commu

nication network, [38], [55], for examples of networked control systems, and [51] 
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for power systems. Some of the results proposed in the literature for the analy

sis of switched time-delay systems are as follows. In [99], [105] common Lyapunov 

functional are employed to obtain sufficient conditions for the stability of switched 

time-delay systems. The problem of finding proper switching signals to stabilize 

switched time-delay systems is addressed in [39], where it is also shown that a 

switching strategy which stabilizes a delay-free switched system, can also stabilize a 

switched time-delay system with a sufficiently small delay. The main shortcoming 

of the stability analysis proposed in the above works is their conservatism, as they 

employ common Lyapunov functionals. 

A multiple Lyapunov functionals approach is used in [80] to obtain less con

servative conditions for the exponential stability and L2-gain analysis of switched 

time-delay systems with arbitrary switching signals. The above work also provides 

the minimum time required between the consecutive switching instants (dwell time) 

to guarantee the exponential stability. Furthermore, the multiple Lyapunov func

tionals approach is used in [56], [42] to find stability conditions for PWA systems 

with time-delay. 

While there are several results available in the literature for the stability anal

ysis of switched time-delay systems, most of the existing work is mainly focused on 

the systems with fixed models. However, it is known that in a real-world switched 

system, each subsystem in the family of plants is subject to uncertainties and pertur

bation. As one of the contributions of this thesis, the problem of switched time-delay 

systems with norm-bounded and also polytopic uncertainties is considered, and the 

corresponding stability criteria are provided accordingly. 

1.8 Contributions of Thesis 

The main contributions of this thesis are as follows: 
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• Chapter 2 addresses the problem of robust stability of PWA uncertain sys

tems with unknown time-varying delay in the state. It is assumed that the 

uncertainties are norm-bounded, and that the upper bounds on the state delay 

and its rate of change are available. A set of LMIs is derived which provide 

sufficient conditions for the stability of the system. These conditions depend 

on the upper bound of the delay. First, new delay-dependent LMI conditions 

are derived for the stability of PWA time-delay systems. Second, the stabil

ity conditions are extended to the case of uncertain PWA time-delay systems. 

Numerical examples are presented to show the effectiveness of the approach. 

• In Chapter 3 of the thesis, an adaptive switching control algorithm is proposed 

for the stabilization of uncertain discrete-time systems with time-varying delay 

in the presence of disturbance. It is assumed that the time-delay is unknown 

and time-varying, but is bounded with a known bound. It is also assumed 

that the system is highly uncertain, and that a set of controllers are designed 

(off-line) to stabilize the system in the whole uncertain parameter space. A 

switching scheme is subsequently developed to stabilize the uncertain time-

delay system. A thorough stability analysis for the uncertain time-delay sys

tem under the mentioned control scheme is provided. Furthermore, upper 

bounds on the allowable rate of change of the system parameters and delay 

are obtained. Simulation results are presented to show the efficacy of the 

proposed switching scheme. 

• Chapter 4 presents sufficient conditions for the stability of switched time-

delay systems with polytopic-type uncertainties. It is assumed that the delay 

in the system dynamics is time-varying and bounded. Parameter-dependent 

Lyapunov functionals are employed to obtain exponential stability criteria in 

the form of LMIs for switched time-delay systems. Free weighting matrices are 

then provided to express the relationship between the system variables and the 
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terms in the Leibniz-Newton formula. Numerical examples are presented to 

illustrate the efficacy of the results. 

• The problem of robust state regulation for the class of neutral time-delay 

systems with uncertainties is investigated in Chapter 5. It is assumed that 

the uncertainties in the system matrices are bounded with unknown bounds. 

Using the estimates of the unknown parameters, an adaptive robust feedback 

controller is developed which guarantees the stability of the uncertain time-

delay system. Simulation results demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed 

approach. 
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Chapter 2 

Stability of Uncertain Piecewise 

Affine Systems with Time-Delay: 

Delay-Dependent Lyapunov 

Approach 

2.1 Introduction 

Continuous-time piecewise affine (PWA) systems have attracted considerable inter

est in the control literature in recent years [35], [42], [69], [26], [71], [73], [70], [72]. 

The theory of PWA systems has found important applications in CPU processing 

control [5], boost DC-DC converters [6] and aerospace [91], to name only a few. In 

brief, a PWA system consists of a set of affine subsystems (representing the different 

operating conditions of a system, or an approximation of a complex nonlinear sys

tem) and a switching law that enables switching between different subsystems. It 

is to be noted that switching is also used in control to stabilize and regulate highly 

uncertain systems [59], [1], [2], [84]. 
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Many practical systems are subject to input and/or state delay. Examples of 

time-delay systems include power systems [8] and communication networks [106]. It 

is known that time-delay can cause poor performance or even instability if its effect 

is neglected in control design. The existing results for robust stability of time-delay 

systems can be categorized as delay independent and delay dependent results. Dif

ferent delay independent robust stability criteria have been developed in [86] and 

[89]. Delay independent stability results are conservative, in general because they 

do not take into account any available information on the delay. Delay dependent 

approaches for the systems subject to parameter uncertainty, on the other hand, are 

investigated in [18], [10], [78], [24], [67]. Stability analysis for switched systems with 

time-delay is provided in [81], [105], [80]. In [81], a common Lyapunov functional 

is used for robust stability analysis of switched uncertain time-delay systems with 

arbitrary switching. However, any stability analysis using a common quadratic Lya

punov function is typically known to be conservative. In [80], sufficient conditions for 

exponential stability of linear time-delay systems with a class of switching signals is 

developed . To the best of the knowledge of the author, however, the stability prob

lem for PWA time-delay systems has only been addressed in [42], where a piecewise 

quadratic Lyapunov function is used to derive LMIs for stability analysis following 

the approach of [35]. Nevertheless, the important and practically relevant case of 

robust stability of PWA time-delay systems in presence of parametric uncertainty 

has not been considered in [42]. Furthermore, the affine term of the dynamics did 

not have a delay in that paper. 

Based on the considerations of the previous paragraph, PWA uncertain sys

tems with unknown time-delay are investigated in this chapter, and LMI-based 

conditions for asymptotic stability are derived following the approach of [72]. It is 

assumed that the parameter uncertainties are norm bounded and that upper bounds 

on the time-varying delay and its rate of change are given. In order to reduce the 
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conservativeness of the results, piecewise quadratic Lyapunov functions are employed 

for stability analysis. The main contributions of this work are as follows. First, new 

delay dependent LMI conditions are derived for the stability of PWA time-delay sys

tems. Second, the stability conditions are extended to the case of uncertain PWA 

time-delay systems. 

This chapter is organized as follows. The problem statement and formulation 

are given in Section 2.2. The main result of the chapter is provided in Section 2.3, 

followed by robustness analysis in Section 2.4. Simulation results are presented in 

Section 2.5. 

2.2 Problem Formulation 

Consider an uncertain piecewise affine system with time-delay described as 

±{t) = (Ai + AAi)x(t) + {Adl + AAdi)x(t - r(t)) 
(2.1) 

+ fa + Aaz) + (bi + Abi) l(r - T(t)), x(t) e Xt 

where Ai,Adi 6 R"x r \ a^ bt € Rn , and {A";} C Rn form a partition of the state 

space into a number of open (possibly unbounded) polyhedral cells with pairwise 

empty intersection. The index set of the cells is denoted by / = {1, . . . ,M}. The 

set of cells that include the origin is denoted by IQ C / , and its complement is 

represented by Ii = I /IQ. It is assumed that a, = 0, Aa^ = 0, 6* = 0, Abt = 0 

for i € IQ- In addition, AAt, AAdi, Aa, and A6, are norm-bounded uncertainties 

which will be defined later. Furthermore, l(i) is the step function. In (2.1), r(t) is 

a positive time-varying delay such that 

0 < r ( i ) < / i , \f(t)\<d<l (2.2) 

where h and d are positive constants. 

Assume the initial condition 

x{9) = 4>{0), 9 e [-K 0] 
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for the system (2.1) such that <j){6) is a differentiable vector-valued initial function 

on [—h, 0], h > 0. Assume also x(t) is a continuous piecewise C1 function of time. 

Following [35], [72], the state space is partitioned based on x(t) such that x(t) G (J Xt 

as follows. Let Ej Ei e; [e-i = 0, Vi G IQ), such that 

Ei 
x(t) 

1 
> 0 Vx(t)eXi,i€l (2.3) 

Let Mi denote the set of neighbouring cells that share a common facet with the 

cell Xt. The facet boundary between the cells Xi and Xk is contained in the set 

{x G R " | cfkx(t) - dik = 0}, where cik e R n , dik G R, for all i 6 / , fc € Mi. 

Moreover, assume the description of the boundaries as follows 

xlnxkc{iik + Fiks\seRn-1} (2.4) 

for a lH £ / , k G Mi, where Fik G R r a x("_ 1) is a full rank matrix whose columns span 

the null space of cfk and kk G R " is given by kk = cik(cfkCik)~
1dik. 

The main objective of this chapter is to determine a set of computationally 

tractable conditions under which (2.1) is asymptotically stable. In the next section, 

a Lyapunov functional will be introduced to determine the stability of PWA systems. 

2.3 Nomina l Analysis 

In this section, sufficient LMI conditions will be established for the stability of 

(2.1) without uncertainties. These conditions will be extended to the systems with 

uncertainties in Section 2.4. To proceed further, we define the following matrices 

and sets 

M:-
Ai &i 

0 0 
AA 

Adi 0 

0 0 
b,:= 
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A = 
0 0 

Y ? € / A = {AJ,VJeI}, S = {av\/3eh} 

B=l 
0 

, Vj € /i } , 5 = {&„ V? € M 

A* , Vj e / ) , Ad = {Adv Vj G / } 
Adj 0 

0 0 

Note that system (2.1) without uncertainties can be rewritten as follows 

S = Aix(t) + Adix{t - T(t)) + bi \{t - r(t)) (2.5) 

where x(t) = [xT(t), 1]T and x(t - r(t)) = [xT(t - r(t)), l]T, with x(t) G AV We 

use the expression 

x(t-T(t)) =x(t) - / x(s)ds 
Jt-T{t) 

Hence, considering (2.5), the equation (2.6) can be rewritten as 

(2.6) 

x(t) =(Ai + Adl)x(t) + bi l(t - r(t)) - Adl / Aj{s)x(s) ds 

r - ? . (2-7' 
- Adi / Adj{s)x(s - T(S)) ds - Adi / bj{s) l(s - T(S)) ds 

Jt-T(t) Jt-T(t) 

Note that j(s) in (2.7) is a piecewise constant function which represents the 

index of the matrices A ^ G A, bj(s) £ B, A#(s) € Ad at time 5. In order to proceed 

further, the following well-known lemma is borrowed from [90]. 

Lemma 2.1. For any vectors or matrices z and y with appropriate dimensions and 

any symmetric matrix P > 0, the following inequalities are satisfied: 

-zTy - yTz < zTPz + yTP~ly 

zTy + yTz < zTPz + yTP~1y 
(2.8) 
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Proof: See [90]. 

The following Theorem presents sufficient conditions for the stability of the 

PWA system (2.5). 

Theorem 2.1. Consider symmetric matrices Ui, Ui and Wi, Wi, where Ui, U and 

Wi.Wi are composed of non-negative entries, and 

H'i 

* 

* 

hPiAdi 

-hMu 

* s 2 -" ( 1 

S31 + Onxn R3 

0 

-d)R + 
Unxn 

Olxn 

+ s3 

0nxl 

^2 + i?2 

hQi 

+ A 

A 
0nx(n+l) 

•532 
+ 0(n+l)xw '-'32 

< 0 

hPiAdiAj hPiAdia3 

Si-
tS 0 

0 hbjMubj_ 

si 

hPiAdlAdj 0 

S3 

s2 

> 0 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

Pt - E UiEi > 0, MXi > 0 (2.11) 

where 

H[ = Pi(Ai + Adi) + {Adt + AifPi + 5i + Ri. + hQi + EjUEi (2.12) 

for any fixed i G IQ and for all Aj G A, bj G B, cij G £, -A^ G A*, suc/i i/ioi 

Si = 
Si S3 

_S3 S2_ 
, S3 = 

5*31 

_S>32 

Si € R n x n , S2 6 R, S3 G R n x l , S31 G Rnx("+1>, S32 € R l x ( n + 1 ) 
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R = 
R\ i?3 

R3 R2 

R\ G R , i?2 G R, -R3 G R n x l 

satisfying 

SI S2 

> 0, R > 0 

for Si, S2 and S3. Furthermore, let the following inequalities hold 

H' 

hQi 

* Si 

Pi /i-PiAa 

Mu 0 

* - A M j i 

* * 

tir^iAdiAj 

-

s2 

0 0 

0 hbjM^b^ 

s3 

0 

0 

- ( l - d ) f l 

hriAnAdj 

Sz 

< 0 

> 0 

Fi - EfWi&i > 0, Mfcl > 0, k = l,2 

for any fixed i G h and for all Aj G A- bj G B, Adj G A*; where 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

i/;:=p i(A+idi)+(^+A)TA+51+JR+ 

Assume also that for all i € I and k G Mi, 

0 0 

0 bjAluk 
+ hQi + E{UiEi (2.17) 

F%(Pi - Pk)Ftk = 0 

Fl{Pi - Pk)lik + F[k(gi -qk) = 0 

lTk(Pi ~ Pk)kk + 2(ft - qk)
Tlik + (n - rk) = 0 

(2.18a) 

(2.18b) 

(2.18c) 
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where P, := 
Pi Qi 

T 
, for all i € I. 

Under conditions (2.2), (2.3) and (2.9)-(2.18), every piecewise Cl trajectory 

x(t), governed by (2.5) for t > 0, tends to zero asymptotically in the absence of 

sliding modes. 

Proof: Define the candidate Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional 

Vi = Vu + V2l + V3 2i -t" V3i (2.19) 

where, for x(t) G A';, i G /i 

%, 

V, 3i '/7 
J-hJt+s 

X(d) 

x(e - r(e)) 

Vu = xT{t)Pix{t) 

2i — / xT(s)Rx(s)ds 
Jt-T(t) 

T -
Si S3 

SI §2 

m 
x{6 - T{6)) 

(2.20a) 

(2.20b) 

d6ds (2.20c) 

The conditions that guarantee the continuity of the Lyapunov function at 

the boundaries are give in (2.18a-c), and can be obtained directly using the same 

approach as the one in [72]. Note that the candidate Lyapunov functional is positive 

definite because of (2.16) and (2.13). Applying Leibniz integral rule and using (2.2), 

the derivative of this Lyapunov functional will be obtained as 

Vi <2x(tf 'Pii(t) + xT(t)Rx(t) - xT(t - r(t))(l - d)Rx(t - r(t)) + xT(t)S1x{t) 

+ xT(t - T(t))S2x{t - r(t)) + 2xT(t)S3x{t - r(t)) 

- ' / : T(t) 

x(s) 

x(s - T(S)) 

SI 5*3 

St So 

x{s) 

x(s - T{S)) 

ds 

(2.21) 
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Substituting (2.7) in (2.21) leads to 

V% < 2xT(t)Pi(Ai + Adl)x(t) + 2xT(t)Pibl l(i - r(t)) 

+ xT(t)(Si + R)x(t) + 2xT{t)S3x(t - r(t)) 

+ xT(t - r{t))(S2 - (1 - d)R)x(t - r(t)) 

- 2xT(t)PiAdl / Aj(s)x{s) ds - 2xT{t)PlAdl \ Adj{s)x(s - T(S)) ds 
Jt-r(t) Jt-T(t) 

- 2xT(t)PiAdi f bj(s) 1(5 - T(S)) ds 
Jt-rt; 

Jt-T(t) 

r(t) 

x{s) 

x(s — T(S)) 

T r. 

Si S3 

S3 S2 

x(s) 

x(s — T(S)) 
ds 

(2.22) 

Now, considering positive-definite matrices Mki, k = 1,2, i G I\ using Lemma 2.1 

and the inequalities (2.2), (2.22) yields 

Vi < 2xT(t)Pi(Al + Adi)x(t) + xT^PiM^Pixty) + bjMuh l(t - r(i)) 

+ xT(t)(Si + R)x(t) + xT(t - T(t))(S2 - (1 - d)R)x(t - r(i)) 

+ 2xT(t)S3x(t - r(i)) 

-2xT(t)PiAdi Aj{s)x(s)ds-2xT{t)PiAdi Adj(s)x(s - T(S)) ds 
Jt-r(t) Jt-r(t) 

+ h^^PiA^M^AlPixit) + f bj{s)M2ibj(s) 1(5 - T(S)) ds 
Jt-T{t) 

T 

Jt-r(t) 

x(s) 

x(s - T(S)) _ 

A 

Si S3 

S3 S2 

a:(s) 

_ x(s - T(S)) _ 
ds 

(2.23) 

Note that from (2.2), there always exists a symmetric positive semi-definite 

matrix Qi such that 

hxT{t)Qix{t) - J xT(t)Qix{t)ds > 0 
Jt-r(t) 

(2.24) 

Define now 
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Hi := PiiAi + Adi) + (Adi + AifPi + S1 + R + 
0 0 

0 bjMuk 
+ hQi (2.25a) 

Zi-.= 
Hi + PiM^Pi + hPiAxM^AlPi S3 

S2 - (1 - d)R 

hQi hPiAdiAj(s) hPiAdiAdj(s) 

°3 

(2.25b) 

YJ{S) '•= * Si 

hPiAdiAj(s) 

0 0 

0 hbj{s)M2ibj{s) 

5 , 

So 

(2.25c) 

Then by adding inequality (2.24) to the right hand side of (2.23) and consid

ering (2.25a-c), one can write the following for x(t) E A7,, % 6 1\ 

^<^(t,r(t))Zi(t,r(t)) 
(2.26) 

+ h l / r/T(t,s}T(s))Yj{s)T}(t,s,T(s))ds 
Jt-T(t) 

where 

at,r(t))= [xT(t), xT(t-r(t))]T, f)(t.,s,r(s))=[xT(t), xT(s), xT(s-r(s))]T 

(2.27) 

Note that (2.14) and (2.16) imply 

?(•)& +Elf UiEi)£(-)<0 (2.28) 

using the Schur complement, where Ui = diagff/^O], Et = [Ei,0], and Ut has only 

non-negative entries. Note also that from (2.3), the inequality Eix(t) > 0 holds for 

x(t) € Xt. This leads to 

&£ > o, Vx(t) eXi,i€h 

and consequently it follows that 

^{•)EfViEi^-)>0, x(t)€Xi, i€h (2.29) 
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Therefore, the relations (2.3), (2.16) and (2.14) imply ^(^Z^-) < 0, for all x(t) G 

Xi, i G I\. Furthermore, (2.15) implies Y^s) < 0 and from (2.26), t^ < 0, x(t) E Xu 

i €. I\. A similar procedure can be repeated for the case when the switching index 

belongs to I0 leading to (2.9)-(2.11) and Vi < 0, x(t) G A'j, i G IQ. Thus the system 

is asymptotically stable. • 

Remark 2.1. Theorem 2.1 assumes the absence of sliding modes. To avoid sliding 

modes at the boundaries the following conditions can be added. Let the set {x E 

R n | aik = cIkx ~ dik = 0} denote the sliding surface between the cells Xi and Xk-

According to [72], dik must be continuous across the boundary described in (2.4), 

which yields 

cjk [Ai(Fiks + lik) + Adix(t - r{t)) + at + b% l(t - r(t))] 

= c[k [Ak(Fiks + llk) + Adkx(t - T(t)) + ak + bk l(t - r{t))\ 

for all s G Rn _ 1 , k G A/i- The above equation can be rewritten as follows 

c[k(Ai - Ak)Fik = 0 

cfk(Ad Adk) = 0 

c[k [(Ai - Ak)hk + (a» - ak)] = 0 

(2.30a) 

(2.30b) 

(2.30c) 

(2.30d) 

Remark 2.2. Using a procedure similar to the one presented here, one can apply 

the results of [60] and define the following Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional 

V! =xT{t)Pix{t) + f xT(s)e8{s-t)Rx(s)ds 
Jt-T(t) 

+ h 11 
J-h Jt+s 

m 
x(d - T{6)) 

T 

eW-t) 
S\ S3 

S3 S2 

x{0) 

X(6-T(8)) 

dOds 
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to obtain the LMIs that determine the exponential stability of the system (2.5). It is 

to be noted that exponential stability typically is stronger than asymptotic stability, 

at the cost of more conservative LMIs. 

2.4 Robustness Analysis 

Consider now the system (2.1) and define the matrices At = At + AAi: Adi = 

Adi + AAdi, a,i = at + Aa,, hi = 6, + Abt (i e I) and 

At = Ai + AAi, A A, 

Adl = Adi + AA^, A A, di 

AAi Aat 

0 0 

AAdi 0 

0 0 

bi = b, + Aft,-, A?;,- = 
Abz 

0 

AA = ( 
AAj Aaj 

0 0 

AB = 

,Vjel}, AA = {AA3, Vj € / } , AS = {Aaj, V; e / J 

0 
, V j e / i } , A 5 = {A6i, V j G / i } 

AA = V j € / A A J = {AAtj, Vj G / } 
AA# 0 

0 0 

Let || • || denote the 2-norm. The following bounds are assumed to be given 

for the norm of relevant matrices 

|| A Ai || < on. || A Aft II < A 

\\AA%\\<ai, \\AAd^\<h, | | A 6 , | | < ^ 
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max ||X|| < a*, max \\X\\ = max \\X\\ < (3* 
xeAA xeAAd xeAAd 

max 11A'11 < a*, max \\XII < 7* 
XEAA xeAs" 

max \\X\\ = max IIXII < 6* 
XeAB XeAB" 

The following theorem presents sufficient conditions for the stability of uncer

tain PWA systems described by (2.1). 

Theorem 2.2. Consider symmetric matrices IJi-Vi and Wi,Wi} where Ui,Ui and 

Wi,Wi are composed of non-negative entries. Then, the uncertain PWA time-delay 

system (2.1) is asymptotically stable in the absence of sliding modes, if (2.11), (2.16), 

(2.13) and (2.18a-c) hold, and there exist positive definite matrices L^, k = 1,.... 10, 

Lki, (k = 1' •••' 9)> Ma, i £ A) and M^, p = 1,2, i € h such that 
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hQi hPlfca* hPiPi hPta*Adl hP^B* hPu3f hPS*Adl hPii3l5* 

hpLllI 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

0 

hPXu 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

I 

0 

0 

hpL3J 

* 

* 

* 

* 

0 

0 

0 

hPL4iI 

* 

* 

* 

0 

0 

0 

0 

hpx2, 

* 

* 

I 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

hPL6J 

* 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

hhil 
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hPiAdi5* hPi/3? hPA hPtfcf hPlAda* hPiAjilAj aj] hPtAdi[Adj 0] 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

hkil 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

hpL9J 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

hpL10%I 

* 

* 

* 

* 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

hlul 

* 

* 

* 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

hl\il 

* 

* 

Si 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

-n ) 
* 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

s3 

S2-n* 
(2.31) 

where 

n) = h(Lu + L2i + L3i + 
0 0 

0 b]{Mu + L9i)b3_ 
+ 

0 ajLwidj 

n? h(Lni + L§i + L, 6i 
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E[ hPiAdi PiCH Pipi 

* -hMu 0 0 

53i + 

-PL J 0 

* ~PL8J 

* * S2-(l-d)R + 

0 

0 

0 

Unxn U n x l 

Olxn 52 + i?2 

A 
Unx(n+1) 

* L2i 

> 0 , 

0(n+l)xn '-'32 

-^2i X2iAdj 

L 5i 

> 0 

A 

< 0 

(2.32) 

(2.33) 

/or any fixed i 6 io a^d for o,ll Aj G .4, 6,- G #, a, € £, 4̂<# £ Ai- ^ addition, let 

the following LMIs hold 

hQt hPipiof hPifii hPi&Aji hPiPip* hPJif hP$*Adi 

* hPLj 0 

hPxJ 

* 

* 

* 

* 

0 

0 

hPL3, 

* 

* 

* 

/ 

0 

0 

0 

hplJ 
* 

* 

0 

0 

0 

0 

hPxJ 

* 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

hPUJ 
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PiPiS* 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

hl2iI 

* 

* 

* 

hPiAdi5* 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

hl3iI 

* 

* 

hPipi 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

hPL9J 

* 

hriAdiAj 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Sr - ti) 

hsiAdiA. 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

s3 

dj 

n? 

>o (2.34) 

= h(Lu + L2i + L3i + 
0 0 

0 &T(M2i + L9l)^ 
n? = h(LAl + L5l + LU) 

Hi 

* — 

Pi h-Pi-Afc 

Mu 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

0 

-hM2i 

* 

* 

* 

* 

Xu 

* 

PiCti 

0 

0 

-PL J 

* 

* 

* 

XuAj 

L2i 

PA 

0 

0 

0 

-PL J 

* 

* 

> 0 , 

PA 

0 

0 

0 

0 

-hil 

* 

X-2% 

* 

s2-

X2iAdj 

L$i 

Sz 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

(1 - d)R 

> 0 

< 0 (2.35) 

(2.36) 
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for any fixed i € h and for all Aj 6 A, bj € B, Adj e Ad, where the following 

inequalities are satisfied 

pLki > 0, LH - pLJ > 0, k = 1, 3, 4, 6, 7,..., 10 Vi € 70 (2.37) 

pLki > 0, Lkl - pij > 0, k = 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9 Vi e h (2.38) 

Pxfcl > 0, pxJ - Xki < 0, k = 1 and 2 Vi 6 /0 (2.39) 

PxM > 0, PxJ ~ Xki < 0, k = l and2 \/i € h (2.40) 

where 

Hi = Hl+L7i+LSi+ 
0 0 

0 Mij + W4i 

5 J J i //,; = H:+L7i + L8i + 
0 0 

0 fii + /if2i + hl3i 

(note that H\ and H't are defined in (2.12) and (2.17), respectively). 

Proof: The proof follows the steps of the proof of Theorem 2.1, after replacing 

Ai with, Aj, Adi with Adi and bi with 6j. 
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Doing this, expression (2.26) becomes for x(t) € Xi, i € h 

V <?(t,T{t))Z£{t,T{t)) 

+ h~l / fiT(t,s,T(s))Yj{s)f)(t.s,T(s))ds 
Jt-T(t) 

2xTP (AA + AAdi)x(t) + Ak l(t - r{t)) - AAdl f AAj{s) 
Jt-T{t) 

x(s) ds 

Jt-T 
AAdi I Aj(s)x(s) ds - Adi I AA3(s)x(s) ds 

r(t) Jt-r(t) 

- AAdi I AAdj{s)x(s - r(s))ds - Adi I AAdj{s)x{s - r(s))ds 
r(t) Jt-T(t) 

- AAdi j bj{s)l{s - r{s))ds - AAdi / Abj{s)l{s - r{s))ds 
Jt-T(t) Jt-

Jt-1 

lt-T(t) Jt-r(t) 
rt rt 

-An : / A6 j ( s )l(s - r(s))ds - AAdi / Adj{s)x(s - r(s))ds 
Jt-r(t) Jt-T(t) 

(2.41] 

The objective now is to find upper bounds to all terms of (2.41). Defining positive 

definite matrices L7i, L8i, a positive constant In and using Lemma 2.1, yields 

2xT(t)Pi [(AAi + AAdi)x{t) + Ak \{t - r(t)j\ < xT(t)PiAAiL^AAjP^(t) 

+ xfWPiAAxL^AAlPixit) + ^^PiAbil^AbJPixit) 

+ xT{t)L7ix(t) + xT(t)L8tx{t) + lu l(t - r(t)) 

(2.42) 

Considering the fact that, X^in(Lki) = Amax(ZA:/), A; = 1, ..., 9, and \\xT(t)Pi\\2 = 

xT(t)PiPix(t), expression (2.42) can be rewritten as 

2xT(t)Pi [(AAi + AAdt)x(t) + Ak \{t - T(t))] < 

xTm&^n(Lri) + A 2 A " k ( ^ ) + %lu)Pi*(t) (2-43) 

+ xT(t)(L7i + LSi)x(t) + Tli 

Defining positive definite matrices L^, k = 1,3,4,6,9, positive constants lmi, 
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m = 2,3 and following the same procedure as stated above, it can be shown that 
rt ft 

-2xT(t)PiAAdi AAj{s)x(s) ds < xT(s)Lux(s)ds 
Jt-T(t) Jt-T(t) 

+ f xT(t)PSU^)2^n(Lu)Pimds 
Jt-r(t) 

-2xT{t)PiAdi j AAj(s)x{s) ds< xT{s)L3lx(s)d, 
Jt-r(t) Jt-r(t) 

+ f xT(t)Pddl((r)2X^n(L3i)A
T

dlPiX(t)dS 
Jt-T(t) 

-2xT(t)PiAAdi / AAdj{s)x(s - T(S)) ds < xT(s - T(s))L4ix(s - r(s))ds 
Jt-r(t) Jt-r{t) 

+ f xT{t)?$Kn2>£n&«)pmds 
Jt-T(t) 

(2.46) 

-2xT(t)PiAdi / AAdj{s)x(s - T(S)) ds< xT{s - T(s))L6ix(s - r(s))ds 
Jt-T(t) Jt--r(t) 

Jt-T(t) i - T ( t ) 

(2.47) 

-2xT(t)PtAAdl / bj{s)l(s - T{S)) ds< 6j(s)L9j6 j(s)l(s - T{s))ds 
Jt-T(t) Jt-r(t) 

+ f xT(t)PSfX^n{hi)Pix(t)ds 
Jt-T(t) 

-2xT(t)PiAAdi I Abj{s)l{s - T{S)) ds< f l2il(s - r(s))d. 
Jt-T(t) Jt-T(t) 

+ f xT{t)Pt{5*fm2'hx{t)ds 
Jt-T(t) 

(2.49) 

-2xT(t)PxAdi I Abj(a)l(s - T(S)) ds< f l3il(s - r(s))ds 
Jt-r(t) Jt-r(t) 

Jt-T(t) 

(2.50) 

r(t) 
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-2xT(i)PiAAfc / Aj{s)x(s) ds < xT{s)L2ix(s)ds 
Jt-T(t) Jt-T(t) 

+ / xT(t)PtAAdi [Aj{a)L£AJ{a)] AAT
diPiX(t)ds 

Jt-T<t) 

If (2.36) is verified then there exist positive definite matrices Xu, L2i and X^, L5l 

such that [15] 

Aj(s)L£AJla) < Xfi1 and Adj(s)L^ AT
d3{s) < X^ (2.52) 

Using (2.52), and the fact that Amax(A'ATi
1) = \^in(Xki), k — 1, 2 in inequality (2.51) 

yields 

-2xT(i)PjAA( i i / Aj(s)5(s) ds < xT(s)L2ix(s)ds 

t
 Jt~T{t) Jt~T(t) (2.53) 

+ / xT{t)PSXm(Xu)PlX(t)ds 
Jt-T(t) lt-T(t) 

Finally, applying the above argument to the last term of (2.41) and using 

(2.52) leads to 

r(t) Jt-r(t) 
-2xT(t)PiAAdi / Adj(s)x(s - r(s)) ds < xT(s - r(s))L5ix{s - r(s))ds 

Jt-r(t) Jt-T(t) 

+ / x r(t)P i^A-Jn(X2i)P ix(<)ds 
Jt-r(t) (0 

(2.54) 
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Hence, substituting (2.43)-(2.50), (2.53) and (2.54) in (2.41) yields 

V <^(t,T(t))Z^(t,T(t)) 

+ iT(t)Pi(A-in(L7i)5t? + A-i„(L8 j)^ + S^)Ptx(t) 

+ xT(t)(L7i + L8i)x(t) + lu + hl2i + hl3i 

Jt-T(t) 

+ h-1 f (* T (« [KLiUMK**? + KL&M 
Jt-r(t) 

+ \-Jn(l3z)(a*)2AdiA
T

dt + \^n{l^mi2 

+(n2ffix + Ad%Al{5*frZl
l + A2A-^(I9,)] Pix{t))ds 

0 0 
+ h l I hxT(s)(Lll + L2l + L3i + 

lt-T(t) 

+ h~l I hxT(s - T(s))(L4i + L5i + L6i)x(s - r(s))ds 
Jt-T(t) 

0 bj{s)L9ibj{s) 

)x(s)ds 

On the other hand, it is known that 

(2.55) 

Amm(-^fci) -* S ^fcii AT O j r a(Ap j) i < A . L/n 

Inequalities (2.38) and (2.40) imply that one can find positive constants PL- and 

Px i such that [60] 

pLkiI - La < 0, pXpJ-Xpi<0 (2.56) 

where k = 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9 and p — 1,2. This implies that piki < \min{Lki) and 

Pxvi < Ami„(A>
pi). Let us denote 

n 

fill 

0 

0 

0 

" 2 2 

0 

0 

0 

^ 3 3 

r = 
Tn 

0 

0 

0 
(2.57) 
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where 

+Piimi2+&!+Piicn2^Ai 

+ (n'p2^1+AdlAi{5*fT-t+mt\Pi 

(2.58a) 

n22 = h(Lu + L2i + L3l + 
0 0 

0 0 

0 In + ^r2i + hl3i 

Therefore, from (2.55), (2.56) and (2.58a)-(2.58d) one can write 

r n = Pi{Pz7*i + Pljt + *ihi)Pi + L7i + L8l + 

(2.58b) 

(2.58c) 

(2.58d) 

(2.59) 
+ hrl I r)T(t,s,T(s))(Yj(s) + n)r](t,s.T(s))ds 

Jt-T(t) 

Similar to the proof of Theorem 2.1, note that inequality (2.35) implies 

H-X^i + f + E[5A)&-) < 0 (2.60) 

using the Schur complement, where Ui and Ei are defined in Theorem 2.1. Note also 

that (2.29) and (2.35) imply ^ ( - X ^ + F)f(-) < 0, x(t) £ l „ ! 6 Ix. Furthermore, 

(2.34) implies Yj{s) + Q < 0 and from (2.59), Pi < 0, x(t) € Xu i € A. A similar 

procedure can be repeated for the case when the switching index belongs to 1$ leading 

to (2.31)-(2.33) and p < 0, x(t) E Xi, i € IQ. Thus the system is asymptotic stable 

following the argument of Theorem 2.1. • 

Remark 2.3. Extension of the results of Theorem 2.2 to PWA time-delay systems 

with the following dynamics 

±{t) =(AZ + AAi)x(t) + ^2{Adil + AAdil)x{t - Tl(t)) 
i=i 

L 

+ (a,i + Aoi) + ^2(ki + Abu) l(t - ri(t)) 
i=i 
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where 0 < n < hh ft(t) < dt < I, Adil <E R n x n , r,(i) e R + , and I 6 N, is 

straightforward and is not developed in this chapter due to space constraints. 

2.5 Numerical Examples 

In this section, three examples are provided to show the effectiveness of the proposed 

approach. 

Example 2.1. In this example the stability of a time-delay system is investigated and 

it is shown that while the LMIs proposed in [42] are infeasible, the ones introduced 

in this chapter are quite effective. Consider the piecewise linear time-delay system 

x(t) = Aix(t) + Adix(t — T) with the system matrices given by 

Ai = A3 = -

AHA = A d.3 

0.1 0 

0 0.1 

0 0 

0 0 

An = Ai = -

Ad2 = AdA = 

0.3 0 

0 0.3 

5 0 

0 0 

and let the cell partition be given by 

Ei = —E3 = 
-1 1 

-1 - 1 
Eo = — EA 

- 1 1 

1 1 
(2.61) 

One can verify that using the LMIs proposed in [42], stability of the system is guar

anteed only for time-delays less than 0.005, which is a very small margin. However, 

the LMIs derived in Theorem 2.1 ensure the stability for the time-delays as large as 

h = 105. 

Example 2.2. Consider the piecewise linear time-delay system x(t) = Aix(t) + 

Adix(t — T), with the same cell partition as in (2.61), and the system matrices given 

by 
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Ax = A3 

An = A d.3 

1 0 

0 1 

0.1 5.0 

-5.0 0.1 
Ul 

Al = 

Ui 

0.9 0 

0 0.9 

1.0 5.0 

-5.0 -1.0 

The LMIs derived in Theorem 2.1 are feasible for time-delays less than or equal to 

h = 0.0264 in this example. Using simulation the system is unstable for rmax = 

0.031. This seems to indicate that the result obtained in this example using the 

approach proposed for systems with no uncertainty is not too conservative. 

Assume now that the matrices Ai and An (i = 1, ..., A) in the above example 

are subject to uncertainty. It can be verified that for ||A.Aj|| < 0.1 and ||A-Adi|| < 0.1 

(i = 1, ..., 4) the LMIs given in Theorem 2.2 are feasible for the time-delays less 

than or equal to h = 0.024. 

Example 2.3. Consider the equation of motion of a simple pendulum [16] as follows 

T(t - r(t)) - mgl sin(0(i)) = ml28{t) (2.62) 

where I is the length of the pendulum, g is the gravitational acceleration, m is the 

pendulum mass and T is the input torque. It is assumed that the communication 

link between the sensor and the controller has the delay of r(t). It is desired to keep 

the pendulum at 6 = 0.3491 rad = 20 deg. To that end, the nonlinear model (2.62) 

is linearized around 00 = 0.7854 rad and 6>0 = 0 rad as follows 

~6{t) 

6(t\ 
= 

0 1 

."f ° 

~9(tj 
+ 

^T(t - r(0) 
+ AA1x(t), 0 < 6(t) < 0.3927 

(2.63a) 
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~e(t) 

0(t)_ 

0 1 

-0.7071 f 0 

'o(tj 

8(t)_ 
+ 

0 

A*nt - r(*))_ 
+ 

0 

-1.2625f 
AA2i(t) 

0.3927 < 6{t) < 0.7854 

(2.63b) 

where ||AAi|| < 1.4 and ||Av42|| < 1.2 represent the approximation error due to the 

linearization, and can be treated as uncertainties. The controller input to be used is 

as follows 

T(i)=[-16 -8] 

T(t) =[13.1296 - 8] 

+ 0.3150 l(i), 0 < 0{t) < 0.3927 (2.64) 

+ 6.0725 l(t), 0.3927 < 8{t) < 0.7854 (2.65) 

d(t - r(t)) 

e\t-r{t))_ 

~6(t - r(t)) 

_6(t-T(t))\ 

Now it is desired to find the upper bound on delay r(t), such that the system 

be stable. Using the LMIs in Theorem 2.2 the maximum value of delay r(t) becomes 

h = 0.026 s. 
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Chapter 3 

An Adaptive Switching Scheme 

for Uncertain Discrete Time-Delay 

Systems 

3.1 Introduction 

Robust stabilization of uncertain discrete-time systems with time-varying delay is 

well-documented [9], [19], [46], [100]. In most of the existing works in this area, 

delay-dependent approaches are presented to find a single controller which stabilizes 

the uncertain system with time-varying delay. However, these works are often unable 

to effectively handle large uncertainties in both system parameters and delay. 

Furthermore, in conventional adaptive control techniques (even for the case of 

finite-dimensional LTI systems), a number of standard assumptions in the form of a 

priori knowledge (e.g., on the relative degree, non-minimum phase property, and the 

sign of the high-frequency gain) are required to be made ([42], [62]). Furthermore, 

such techniques are usually inefficient in presence of highly uncertain or rapidly 

changing parameters. In order to relax the above mentioned limitations of classical 
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adaptive control methods, the supervisory switching control schemes are presented 

[26], [81], [108], [43], [78], [74], [4]. The main idea of such schemes is to switch among 

a family of pre-designed and fixed controllers in such a way that adaptive tracking 

of reference signals is achieved. One of the recent works in this discipline of research 

is localized-based switching adaptive control proposed in [108], [109] which result in 

a fast model falsification and an acceptable transient response. 

On the other hand, classical adaptive methods and recently developed switched 

based controllers can stabilize the systems with only large uncertainties on the sys

tem parameters. For uncertain time-delay systems there are only a few references 

that can handle both large uncertainties in system parameters in addition to time-

delay in the system dynamic [58]. In [58] a pre-routed switching approach is devel

oped to stabilize a class of uncertain continuous-time system with time-delay while 

the delay is supposed to be known. 

In this chapter it is assumed that the system is exposed to large parameter 

uncertainties and time-varying delay in the state with known upper and lower bound 

on the delay. Furthermore the system is subject to bounded disturbances. It is also 

assumed that the system is not stabilizable by one single state feedback controller 

(due to the large magnitude of the uncertainties). It is aimed to design a set of 

state feedback gains along with a supervisory algorithm such that the discrete-

time system becomes stable. To that end, a decomposition of uncertain parameter 

space is considered such that a stabilizing state feedback controller exists for each 

region. In the following, similar to [108], a switching algorithm is proposed with 

fast falsification property. Based on the properties of the system and the designed 

controllers, an upper bound on the rate of the changes on the system parameters 

and delay is obtained. 

The plan of the rest of this chapter is as follows. The problem formulation 

and some useful definitions are presented in Section 3.2. Then, in Section 3.3 the 
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stability analysis is carried out in two steps. First, the uncertain system parameters 

and delay are all considered to be fixed. Then, the results are extended to the case 

when the uncertain parameters and delay are time-varying. A numerical example 

is presented in Section 3.4 which demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed 

adaptive switching controller. 

3.2 Problem Formulation 

Consider the following uncertain time-varying discrete-time system 

x(k + 1) = A{k)x{k) + Ad{k)x[k - l{k)) + B{k)u(k) + n(k) (3.1) 

where x(k) E Rn is the measurable state vector, u(k) E R m is the control input, 

H(k) E R n is the disturbance vector, A(k) E R n x n , Ad{k) E R"x?l and B{k) E R n x m 

are uncertain time-varying norm-bounded system matrices and l(k) is the time-

varying delay in state dynamics. It is assumed that the disturbance vector fi(k) E R" 

is norm-bounded; i.e. ||/i(fc)|| < p., where, p is a positive constant. Moreover, the 

following assumption is made on the size of delay: 

I < l(k) < I (3.2) 

where Z and fare known non-negative integers. Let the initial condition for (3.1) be 

given by 

x(k) = (j)(k), k = k0- I k0 - 1 + 1...., k0 (3.3) 

where <J>(k) is a real valued function on [k0 — l,k0], and k0 is the initial time. The 

following definitions for the type of stability of discrete-time systems will prove 

convenient in the development of the main results. Throughout this chapter, for 

a vector x € R™, ||x|| denotes p-norm of x where p can be any arbitrary integer 

number. Furthermore, for a matrix A E R"Xm, ||A|| represents the corresponding 

induced norm defined by ||A|| = max||x||=i ||Ar||. 
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Definition 3.1. The time-delay system (3.1) with u(k) and /j,(k) both set to zero, 

VA; > k0, is said to be exponentially stable if there exist constant scalars p 6 (0,1) 

and Mx > 0 such that \\x{k)\\ < M^'^ supfco_r<„<fco \\x(v)\\, V/c > k0. 

Definition 3.2. The system (3.1) with u(k) = 0 is said to be globally p.-exponentially 

stable, if there exist constant scalars p 6 (0,1) and Mi > 0, as well as a function 

M2{-) : R+ - • R+ withM2(0) = 0 such that\\x(k)\\ < MlP^-k^ sup^ ,^ , , ^^ ||a:('y)|| + 

M2{p) , VA; > k0, where R + denotes the set of strictly positive real numbers. 

It is desired now to design a switching discrete-time controller under which the 

system (3.1) is exponentially /2-exponentially stable in the presence of uncertainties 

and time-varying delay. 

3.3 Main Results 

3.3.1 A Time-Invariant System with Fixed Delay 

In this subsection, it is assumed that the system matrices are uncertain nevertheless 

time invariant, and that the delay is an unknown, bounded constant. Moreover, no 

single controller is assumed to exist with the property that it stabilizes the system 

within the whole uncertain parameter space pertaining to A, Ad, B, and I. The 

following assumption is essential for developing the main results. 

Assumption 3.1. A, Ad and I, denoted by fi, is compact and can be decomposed 

into a finite cover {Qi}i, for which the following conditions hold 

i. a c a Qi + {}, i = i,..., L 

ii. Ui=i ^i = ^ 
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Hi. For any i 6 {1,...,L}, there exist (At, Adi, Bt) e Ui (center) and Kt (control 

gain) such that for any I € [lmi JMZ\, the controller u(k) = Kix(k) exponentially 

stabilizes the system (3.1) for all (A, Ad, B) 6 f̂  satisfying 

P - ^ H ^ , \\Ad-Adi\\ <&, {{B-BiW^Si (3.4) 

Remark 3.1. In Conditions (i) and (ii) given above, it is supposed that the uncer

tain set Q can be constructed from the union of the sets Qi, i = 1,..., L. In addition, 

it is to be noted that I < lmi and ZMS < I in condition (Hi) above represent the lower 

and upper bounds of I in Cli, respectively. 

In the next step, a condition is presented based on which a supervisory control 

scheme is obtained to /"Z-exponentially stabilize the system (3.1). Let the control 

input be u(k) = K^k)x(k) for some i(k). Suppose that the uncertain plant (3.1) lies 

in flp, p G {1, .. . ,L}. Then, there exists a delay / 6 [lmpjMp] that is equal to the 

plant delay (i.e., / = /) which can be interpreted as the nominal delay corresponding 

to £lp. Suppose that i(k) = p, then the Condition (iii) implies that 

||a;(A;)-i4px(A; - 1) - Adpx(k - I - 1) - Bpu(k - 1)|| < ap\\x{k - 1)|| 
(3.5) 

+ /3p\\x(k - I - 1)|| + Sp\\u(k -l)\\ + p. 

The above inequality provides the core falsifying criterion for the switching rule 

proposed in this work. If this inequality is violated for V7 £ [Zmp, IMP], it implies that 

the switching index i(k) is wrong, i.e. i(k) ^ p. 

The following algorithm is proposed to design supervisory control based on 

(3.5). 

Algorithm 3.1. 

1. Let A" = k0, k0 > 0 

P = {1, ..., L} 
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Qp = {mp, ..., Mp}, Vpe P 

H(ko) = {(p, lq) | V G P and q 6 <?p} 

Choose i(fc0) € P 

2 . jfc = jfc + 1 

3. H(k) = {(p., y | (3.5) holds for p e P, l = lq,q€ Qp} 

4. #(fc) = H(k - 1) n #(&) 

5. if 3 q 6 Qj(fc-i) such that (z(fc — 1), /9) € #(&), 

then i(/c) = i(k — 1). Go to step 2 

else 

i{k)= any entry of P such that (p, lq) € H(k). Go to step 2 

Remark 3.2. iVoie #ia£ i/ie controller gain Ki will not be replaced in step 5 unless 

all potential values of delay corresponded to decomposition fij, i.e. V/j € [/mi,/Mj, 

are falsified. 

Remark 3.3. Algorithm 3.1 guarantees that the whole compact set O. (uncertain 

parameter space) with any plant delay corresponding to I € [/, I] is examined. It also 

guarantees the existence of a control law that stabilizes the plant (3.1), leading to 

the convergence of the switching sequence i(ko), i{ko + 1), ••• • 

In the following two definitions are introduced, which are required to proceed 

further. 

Definition 3.3. Consider the following linear time-varying discrete-time system 

with an integer state delay l(k) € [I, I] 

x(k + 1) = A0(k)x(k) + Ax{k)x {k - l(k)) + /i(fc), (3.6) 
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where x(k) G R™ and /j.(k) G R™ are the state and input of the system, respectively. 

Assume that l(k) G [/,/"]. Let A(Jfc) G R"('~+i)xn(f+i) be defined as 

A(k) = 

Ai,i On • • • On Ax^^j+i On • • • On On On 

• • on o„ o„ ••• o„ o„ o„ 
(3.7) 

On 0 
n 

o„ o„ ••• UTI U n U n • • • Un ln \in 

where In and On denote the n x n identity and zero matrices, respectively. Ifl(k) is 

non-zero, 

Ai,i = A0(k), A u ( f c ) + i = Ax{k) (3.8) 

otherwise, 

Ai,i = A l iJ(fc)+1 = A0(£) + Ax(k) (3.9) 

Definit ion 3.4. For the system (3.6), let $(ki,k2) be defined as 

Hh,k2 

A(&i - l)A(fci - 2 ) . . . A(fca), A;! > /c2 

(3.10) 

'n(l+l)xn(i+l) ' fci = A.v 

where k^ > k2. 

Five lemmas are presented in the sequel, which are required to develop the 

main results of the chapter. 

L e m m a 3 .1 . Consider the system (3.6). The state x(k) can be expressed by 

k 

x(k) = <H(k,k0)z(k0)+ J2 *(k,p)E»(p-l) (3.11) 
p=fco+l 

for k > k0, where 

<H(kuk2) = Z<S>(kuk2) (3.12) 

*n ^n 0n 
E = E •=T 
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and 

z(k0) = \k0) cf>T(k0-l) kT(U 
(*0 " / ) 

Note that E € R™*"^1) and <£(•) is defined in (3.3). 

Proof: From 

(3.13) 

z(k) xT(k) xT(k-l) ••• xT(k-l) (3.14) 

the equation (3.6) can be written as 

(3.15) 
z(k + 1) = A{k)z{k) + Efi(k) 

x(k + l) = Ez(k + l) 

where E and E are given by (3.12). and A(fc) is defined in (3.7). It is to be noted 

that the recursion (3.15) is initialized by z(k0) denned in (3.13). By solving the 

system (3.15) recursively, one can verify that x(k) satisfies (3.11). • 

Lemma 3.2. In system (3.6), let fj,(k) = 0. Thus, if this system is exponentially 

stable for l(k) 6 [[, I], for ^(k,k0) defined in Lemma 3.1, there exists a constant 

M > 0 such that 

\\y(k,k0)\\<Mpk-ko, k>k0 (3.16) 

Proof: Let the i-th column of ^(k,ko) be represented by ipi(k,ko). Denote 

the i-th column of the identity matrix In(I+i)xn(I+i) with e,. In (3.11), assume that 

fi{k) = 0 and z(k0) = e*. Therefore, 

x(k) = *(fc, k0)ei = ipi(k< k0) (3.17) 

Since the system (3.6) is exponentially stable, according to Definition 3.1, there 

exists a constant M > 0 such that 

i\k, ko) \\x(k)\\ <Mp-k-ko k>k o (3.18) 
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On the other hand, since all the vector norms are equivalent in a finite-dimensional 

space [20], it is concluded that there exist a constant c > 0 such that 

n(l+l) 

\Mk,ko)\\<c ] T ||^(*,A:o)|| (3.19) 

By defining M = c{l + l)nM, it is followed that 

\\*(k,k0)\\<Mpk-k°, k>k0 (3.20) 

Let M = max{l, M}, then (3.16) is resulted. • 

Lemma 3.3. Suppose that the system 

x(k + 1) = A(k)x(k) + Ad(k)x(k - l(k)) + B(k)u(k) (3.21) 

is exponentially stable under the feedback control u(k) = Kx(k) for all l(k) € [1,1]. 

Then the system 

x{k + 1) = A{k)x(k) + Ad(k)x{k - l(k)) + B{k)u(k) + (̂Jfc) (3.22) 

where \\fi(k)\\ < \x, is p,-exponentially stable under the control law u(k) — Kx(k), 

foralll(k) € [lj]. 

Proof: Substituting u(k) = Kx(k) in (3.21), the following equation is ob

tained 

x(k + 1) = (A(k) + B(k)K) x(k) + Ad(k)x (k - l(k)) + /z(jfc) (3.23) 

According to Lemma 3.1, x(k) can be written as (3.11) for k > k0, with AQ(k) = 

A(k) + B(k)K, and Ai(k) = Ad(k). Since the system obtained in (3.23) is exponen

tially stable for all l(k) € [I, I], 

\\^(k,k0)z(k0)\\<Mpk-ko sup ||x(u)|| (3.24) 
ko—l<v<ko 

From (3.11) and (3.24), it follows that 

k 

\\x{k)\\ <Mpk~k° sup ||x(v)|| + Y^ \\^{k,p)\\\\E\\fi (3.25) 
k0~I<v<k0 p=fc0+l 
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Using Lemma 3.2, it can be concluded that 

k 

\\x[k)\\ < Mpk~ko sup ||x(u)||+ Yl Mpk~pfi (3.26) 
k0-l<v<k0 p=k0+l 

Thus, 

\\x(k)\\<Mpk-ko sup \\x(v)\\ + Mfl—-^ (3.27) 
k0-l<v<k0 1 P 

Define 

M2(/2) := M / 2 - — (3.28) 

It is clear that 

M2(/2) : R+ — 7?+, M2(0) = 0 (3.29) 

Therefore, for k > k0, 

\\x{k)\\ <Mpk~k° sup \\x{v)\\ + M2(p) (3.30) 
^o — l<v<ko 

Let Mi denote max{l, M}; it can now be inferred from Definition 3.2 that (3.21) is 

/i-exponentially stable under the feedback u(k) = Kx(k). • 

Lemma 3.4. Consider the following system, 

x(k + 1) = A(k)x{k) + Ad(k)x(k - l(k)) + B(k)u{k) + n(k) (3.31) 

where l(k) < IM, and p,(k) is a bounded disturbance (\\p(k)\\ < p,). If (3.31) is 

exponentially stable under the feedback law u{k) = Kx(k), VZ(fc) < IM, then there 

exist constants M > 0, p € (0,1), and a function M(-) : R + —>• R + with M(0) = 0 

such that for every I >IM>
 and k > ko 

sup \\x(v)\\ < Mpk~ko sup \\x(y)\\+M(p.) (3.32) 
k—l<v<k ko—l<v<ko 

Proof: Since (3.31) is exponentially stable under the feedback u = Kx, it is 

/2-exponentially stable as well. Thus, for any k > k0, there exist a positive constant 

Mi and a function Mi such that 

||x(fc)|| < M i / " * 0 sup ||x(v)|| + MiGu) (3.33) 
ko~l<v<ko 
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If k > k0 +1, then for 0 < i < I 

\\x(k-i)\\<M1p-ipk-ko sup \\x(v)\\ + Mtifi) (3.34) 
ko — l<v<kt) 

Let Mi be equal to ^ . Then, it can be concluded that 

sup \\x(v)\\ < MlP
k~ko sup \\x(v)\\+Mi(Ji). (3.35) 

k—l<v<k ko — l<v<ko 

Consider now the case when k < k0 + /. Since A(k), Ad{k) and B{k) are norm 

bounded and K is a constant matrix, one can find a positive constant M2 and a 

function M2(-) such that 

sup \\x(v)\\<M2 sup \\x(v)\\ + M2(fl), (3.36) 
k—l<v<k ko — l<v<ko 

Let M2 be equal to ^f-. Therefore, it is resulted that 

sup \\x{v)\\ < M2p
k-ka sup \\x(v)\\+M2{jl). (3.37) 

k—l<v<k ko—l<v<ko 

Define M and M as 

M = max Mi 
i=l,2 

M(p.) = maxMi(fl). V/2 > 0 
(3.38) 

It can be deduced that for a constant M and a function M(-) : i?+ —• R.+ , M(0) = 0 

defined above, the inequality (3.32) holds. • 

Lemma 3.5. Let P denote the finite set {1,..., L}, and consider the following time-

delay system 

x(k + 1) = A(k)x(k) + Ad{k)x(k - 1(h)) + B(k)u(k) + p{k) (3.39) 

wherel(k) < I, A(k),Ad(k) andB(k) are norm-bounded system matrices and \\p(k)\\ < 

p,, Vk. Suppose that u(k) = Kix(k), i G P. Then 

sup | | i(u)| | < Af0 sup \\x(v)\\+p, (3.40) 
k-l<v<k k-l-\<v<k-l 

where MQ is a positive constant. 
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Proof: Assume that ||A(fc)|| < eA, \\B(k)\\ < eB, \\Ad{k)\\ < eAd, VA: and 

maxi£p \\Ki\\ := e#. From (3.39), it can be concluded that 

\\x(k)\\<(eA + eBeK) \\x(k - 1)|| + eAd \\x{k - l(k - 1) - 1)|| + fl (3.41) 

It is straightforward to show that 

sup \\x(v)\\ < sup \\x(v)\\ + \\x(k)\\ (3.42) 
k-l<v<k k-l-l<v<k-l 

Therefore, by substituting (3.41) in (3.42) and considering the fact that \\x(k — 1)|| 

and \\x(k — l(k — 1) — 1)|| are less than or equal to supk_i_1<v<k_1 \\x(v)\\. it yields 

that 

sup \\x(v)\\<{eA + eAd + eBeK + l) sup \\x{v)\\ + fi (3.43) 
k-l<v<k k-l-l<v<k-l 

By denning M0 := eA + eAd + EB^K + 1, and using (3.43), one can obtain (3.40). • 

Theorem 3.1. Consider the system (3.1) and suppose that the conditions of As

sumption 3.1 hold. Then, using the proposed switching algorithm the resultant 

closed-loop system is p,-exponentially stable. 

Proof: Consider the finite set {&i, ..., kf} as the sequence of switching in

stants. Consider also two consecutive instants ks and ks+i. From (3.1), the dynam

ics of the closed-loop system (with time-invariant parameters and fixed delay) for 

k € [ks, ks+i) can be presented by 

x(k + 1) =(A + BKi{ks))x{k) + Adx(k - I) + /J.(k) 

=(Ai{ks) + Bi{ks)Ki(ks))x{k) + Adi{ks)x{k - 1(h)) + (A + BKi{ks))x{k) 

+ Adx(k - I) - (Ai{ks) + Bi(ks)Kl{ks))x(k) 

- Adi(ks)x(k - l(k)) + fi(k) 

(3.44) 
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where l(k) is the nominal delay that satisfies (3.5) for k € [ha, ks+i). Define ip(k) as 

4>(k) =(,4 + BKi{ki))x{k) + Adx{k -l)~ (Ai{ks) + Bl{ks)Kl(ks))x{k) 
(3.45) 

- Adi{ks)x(k - Kb)) + M(fc) 

Thus, on substituting (3.45) in (3.44) one will obtain 

x(k + 1) = (Ai{ks) + Bi(ks)Kl{ks))x(k) + Adl(ks)x(k - l(k)) + ip(k) (3.46) 

where ||^(&)|| < ai(fcs)||x(A;)|| + Pi{ks)\\x(k - l(k))\\ + Si{ks)\\u(k)\\ + p, as (3.5) is 

not violated in the switching interval [ks, ks+i). Introducing fictitious matrices and 

parameter AA. AAd, AB and p(t), it can be concluded from the structure of (3.46) 

that 

x(k + 1) ={Ai{kt) + AA + Bi(k,)Ki{ks) + ABKi{ks))x{k) 
(3.47) 

+ {Adi{ks) + AAd)x(k - l(k)) + fi(k) 

where ||£(A:)II < M, ||AA|| < ai{ka), \\AAd\\ < [3i(ks) and | |AB|| < Si(ks). 

Since K^ € {Ki}^, and i(k) 6 P (P is a finite set), it follows from 

Lemma 3.5 that there exist finite positive constants M0 and p satisfying 

sup | |x(u) | |<Mo sup \\x{v)\\ + p (3.48) 
k., — l<v<ks ks—l — l<v<kB — l 

and since (3.47) behaves like an exponentially stable system, for any k € [ks, ks+i), 

it follows from Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 that there exist constants M^k,), Pi{ks), and a 

function Mi(ks)(-) with M,(fes)(0) = 0 such that 

sup \\x(v)\\ < Mi{kM)p^ sup \\x(v)\\ + Mi(ks)(p) (3.49) 
k—l<v<k ks — l<v<ks 

By substituting (3.48) in (3.49) one will obtain 

sup | \x(v) 11 < MQMi{k,)P1(k^ sup | \x(v) 11 + Mi{ks) (p.) + Ml{ks)P^p 
k-l<v<k k3-l-l<v<ks-l 

(3.50) 
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Define 

p := maxftW , i(fc) G {1, ..., L} (3.51a) 
i(fc) 

maxMj(fc), i(fc) G {1, ..., L} (3.51b) 
i{k) 

and using the same argument as above, and for the time interval k E [ks-i, ks), it 

can be concluded that 

sup \\x(v)\\ < M0Mpks fcs~1 1 sup \\x{v)\\ 
k,—l-l<v<ks — l k„-i—l—l<v<ks-i — l (n co\ 

+ Mi{k._l)(p) + Mpk--k-^1Jl 

Therefore, substituting inequality (3.52) in (3.50), and considering (3.51) the 

following can be obtained for k E [ka, ka+i) 

sup \\x{v)\\<M2Mlpk-k^-1 sup \\x(v)\\ + Ml{kg){p) (3.53) 
k-l<v<k ks-i-l-l<v<ks-!-l 

where 

Mi(fc.)(/2) = Mi(fcs)(/2) + M p ^ M o M ^ . o O l ) + /2] + M2M0pfl-k-'-1fi (3.54) 

Using the above inequality iteratively yields 

|z(fc) | |<Af/Moy- f c°-/ sup ||a:(u)|| + M<(fc/)(/2) (3.55) 

for k > kf, where 

Mi(k/)(p) = Ml(k!)(p) + Mpk-kf[M0Mi{kf^(p) + p} + MfMtlpk-ko-fP (3-56) 

Define Mj = (MMa)/ and M2(p) = Mi{kf)(p) + A4pk°-kf[M0Mi(kf_l}(p) + p] + 

M^MQ p~fp. Note that ^ ^ is a bounded positive constant and Af2(/i) is a function 
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of p, such that M2(-) : R + -> R + with M2(0) = 0. Therefore (3.55) can be written 

as 

\\x{k)\\ < MlP
k~k° sup \\x{v)\\ + M2{p) (3.57) 

fco—l<v<ko 

Hence, it follows from Definition 3.2, that the system (3.1) is /2-exponentially stable. 

• 

3.3.2 A Time-Varying System with Time-Varying Delay 

It is now assumed that the uncertain system (3.1) can have infrequent parameter 

jumps. The following assumption is made on the maximum allowable speed of 

parameter jumps. 

Assumption 3.2. The number of jumps in system parameters in (3.1) (i.e. A(k), 

Ad(h), B(k) and l{k)) for any time interval [k, k + o~N + I] cannot exceed a, where 

I is the maximum bound on the delay, and a, N are strictly positive constants. 

Algorithm 3.1 can still be used in the case of a system with slowly vary pa

rameters satisfying Assumption 3.2, after modifying step 4 as follows [108] 

m J *(*-_!) nA(*), **(*-!, n w o (358) 

I H(k), otherwise 

This modification allows the algorithm to recheck the falsified items. In the follow

ing theorem, conditions for /2-exponential stability of the time-varying systems are 

presented. 

Theorem 3.2. Consider the system (3.1) and let the condition of Assumptions 3.1 

and 3.2 holds for some a and N (strictly positive). Then the closed system is globally 

p,-exponentially stable if M\pN < 1, where M± and p are constant scalars defined in 

Definition 3.2. 
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Proof: Consider the behavior of system (3.1) in the interval [A;, k + aN + I], 

where the number of parameter jumps is assumed to be less than a. Let h denote the 

number of switchings carried out by the controller in the above interval. Consider 

the constant p and the function M/(-) such that p € (0,1), M/(0) = 0, and M/(-) : 

R + —+ R + . For any interval [k, k + oN + I] one can use (3.55) to obtain 

\\x(k + aN + I)\\<(^^)hp"N+T sup \\x(v)\\ + Mf(fi) (3.59) 
P k-l<v<k 

where / is the maximum number of switchings that can be made by the controller 

applied to the plant with unknown time-invariant parameters and fixed unknown 

time-delay. Then, 

h<af + l 

which implies that 

\\x(k + <TN + T)\\<(^){(^)fpNyP
T sup \\x(v)\\ + Mf(fl) (3.60) 

P P k-l<v<k 

Using the same argument as in [108] and for sufficiently large JV, it can be shown 

that (MMn)((MM)fpN)* < i ; then the above inequality leads to 

sup \\x(v)\\<a sup \\x(v)\\ + Mf(fi) (3.61) 
k+(jN<v<k+<rN+j k-l<v<k 

where a and 7 are scalar constants such that 0 < a < 1 and 7 € [0, /], respectively. 

Note that it can be concluded from (3.61) that 

i=k 

sup \\x{v)\\<ak sup | |x(«)| |+ ^TV^M/Ou) (3.62) 
k0+k(crN)+(k-l)l<v<ko+k(aN+l) k0-l<v<k0 j = i 

for all k G N U {0}. Since 0 < a < 1 and Yli=i °t~1 < °°- ^ ^s e a s y t o n°tice from 

Definition 3.2, that \\x(k0 + k(aN + l))\\ is /2-exponentially stable for all k 6 Nu{0} . 
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Now, it is straightforward to observe that \/j £ [1,0-JV + 1 — 1} and VfceNU {0}, 

there exist positive constants G^ and G2 such that 

||x(/c0 + ^(a7V + /")+j)| | < d sup \\x{v)\\+G2 (3.63) 
fco+fc-(CTA')+(fc-l)-i<«<fco+fe-(ff-'V+Z) 

This implies //-exponential stability of the system (3.1) with time-varying parameters 

and time-varying delay satisfying Assumption 3.2. • 

3.4 Numerical Example 

Example 3.1. Consider the following discrete-time system with time-delay: 

x(k + 1) = A(k)x(k) + Ad(k)x(k - 1(h)) + B(k)u(k) + /i(jfc) (3.64) 

where l(k) £ [0,24], ^(fc) is i/ie uniformly bounded disturbance such that \\jj,(k)\\ < 

0.1, VA; £ N U {0}. Furthermore, the uncertain matrices A(k), Ad{k) and B{k) can 

switch between the following 7 sets of matrices 
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1) A1 

2) A2 

3) A3 

0.8 

0.1 

0.3 

0.1 

1 

0.2 

0 

0.9 

1 

0.6 

1 

0.7 

+ AA1,B1 = 

AA2. B2 

+ A43 , Bz 

1 

0.5 

1 

0.5 

1 

0.5 

+ ABuAdl = 

+ AB2,Ad2 = 

-0.1 0 

-0.2 -0.1 

0.5 0 

0.5 0.5 

AA d\ 

(3.65a) 

AA d2 

(3.65b) 

AB3,Ad3 = 
0.4 0 

0.8 0.4 

4) A4 
2 1 

1 1 
A At, B4 + ABA. A, 4; Sldi 

0.5 0 

-0.5 0.3 

5) A5 

6) Ae = 

7) A7 

1 1 

- 1 -0.1 

-0.2 0.1 

-0.5 1 

-0.1 1 

0.1 - 1 

A4>,B5 

+ AA6,B6 = 

+ AA7, B7 

+ AB5,Ad5 = 

AB6, Ad6 = 

-0.5 0 

0.1 0.03 

-0 .1 0 

0.1 -0.5 

+ AB7,A dl 
-0.4 0.4 

-0.1 0.1 

+ AAi3 

(3.65c) 

+ AAM 

(3.65d) 

fAA d 5 

(3.65e) 

+ A4«s 

(3.65f) 

+ AAd7 

(3.65g) 

where \\AAi\\ < 0.05, ||AA^|| < 0.05 and\\ABi\\ < 0.05 fori = 1, ...J such that \\-\\ 

represents 2-norm. Using the Lyapunov approach described in [19], 50 controllers 

are designed to cover the whole parameter space corresponding to the uncertain time-

delay and state-space matrices given above. Switching sequence between different 
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subsystems in (3.65a)-(3.65g) along with time-delay profile are depicted in Fig. 3.1. 

By employing the controllers mentioned above and following Algorithm 3.1, the state 

trajectories sketched in Fig. 3.2 are obtained. These trajectories clearly show that 

the system is stable (or more precisely, p,-exponentially stable) in the presence of 

the uncertain time-delay and state-space matrices. The switching instants between 

different controllers are given in Fig. 3.3. 
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Figure 3.1: (a) Switching sequence between different subsystems in (3.65a)-(3.65g); 
(b) time-delay profile. 
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Figure 3.2: State trajectories 
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Figure 3.3: Controller index at switching instants 
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Chapter 4 

Stability Analysis of Switched 

Time-Delay Systems with 

Polytopic Uncertainties 

4.1 Introduction 

Considerable attention has been paid in the past few years to the stability analysis of 

switched systems [43], [30], [31], [1], [59]. A broad range of engineering problems such 

as biological systems, air traffic control, networked control systems (NCS) and power 

systems can be modeled as switched systems (e.g., see [43] and references therein). 

It is also known that highly uncertain systems or systems subject to abrupt changes 

can be effectively described in the framework of switched systems [1]. Given the 

uncertain nature of real-world systems, a fixed model at any time interval may not 

describe the system accurately enough, and one may need to incorporate uncertainty 

in each individual model in the switched system formulation [88], [102], [55]. 
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The common Lyapunov functional approach is proposed for systems with ar

bitrary switching signals [43], [92]. The main drawback of this method is the con

servatism of the resultant stability conditions, in general. The piecewise Lyapunov 

functional method is introduced in [30] to remedy this shortcoming. In this method, 

a Lyapunov functional is assigned to any given subsystem; the overall system is 

stable if each Lyapunov functional decreases in a sufficiently short time interval. 

The notion of dwell time was introduced in [30] to show that a switched system 

(consisting of stable subsystems) is stable if the switching is sufficiently slow. 

On the other hand, time-delay is an inevitable phenomenon in many physical 

systems [8], [106], [97]. It is known that time-delay, if not taken into account in 

the controller design, can result in poor performance of the closed-loop system or 

even instability. Time-delay systems are classified as retarded and neutral. The 

differential equations describing retarded time-delay systems involve delay in the 

state only, whereas the ones describing neutral time-delay systems involve delay 

in the derivatives of the state as well (see e.g. [23], [40]). In [76], [96], [29], [28], 

[98], [17], [18], retarded time-delay systems with polytopic-type uncertainties are 

considered, and delay-dependent stability criteria are developed to deal with this 

type of system. In particular, [96], [29], [28] introduce free-weighting matrices to 

utilize the Leibniz-Newton formula in the derivative of the Lyapunov functional 

in order to reduce the conservatism of the stability conditions and to avoid the 

multiplication of the system matrices by the Lyapunov functional matrices. 

Stability of switched time-delay systems has been studied in [81], [80], [105], 

[39], [56]. In [56]. sufficient conditions are derived for the stability of uncertain 

piecewise affine time-delay systems, using the Lyapunov functionals. Stability and 

stabilization of linear switched time-delay systems using a delay-dependent common 

Lyapunov functional is investigated in [39], [81], [105]. To the best of the knowledge 
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of the author, no results are reported in the literature on the stability and stabiliza

tion of switched time-delay systems with polytopic uncertainties, due primarily to 

the complexity of the problem. 

This chapter investigates the stability of switched time-delay systems with 

polytopic-type uncertainties. The idea of free-weighting matrices in the derivative 

of Lyapunov functional is employed to find stability criteria for this type of system. 

In contrast with [96], [29], [28], the exponential stability of switched time-delay 

systems is addressed here. 

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. The problem of switched 

time-delay systems subject to polytopic uncertainties is formulated in Section 4.2. 

Then, in Section 4.3 stability analysis is carried out for both cases of switched 

retarded and neutral time-delay systems, and new linear matrix inequalities (LMI) 

are derived which provide sufficient conditions for the stability of switched time-

delay systems with polytopic-type uncertainties. Numerical examples are presented 

in Section 4.4 which demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed stability criteria. 

4.2 Problem Formulation 

Consider a switched time-delay system described by 

x(t) - Dx(t - f) = Aa{t)x(t) + Bu(t)x(t - r(t)) (4.1) 

with the initial condition 

x(t)=(/>(t), t€[-h,0] (4.2) 

where x(t) £ R™ is the state, and a(t) is the switching signal. Furthermore, D £ 

R n x n is a fixed matrix, Ai, Bi £ R,«xn
 a r e the subsystem matrices, where the 

subscript i £ m := {1,..., m} represents the i-th mode of the switched system, f 

is fixed delay, r(t) is time-varying delay, h = max{f,r(£)}, and <f>(t) is a known 
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continuous function denned on the interval [—h, 0]. Let {tk}, fceZbe the switching 

instants for system (4.4). Notice that in any time interval [tk,tk+i), the function 

a(t) = i (i €. m) is right continuous piecewise constant. 

It is assumed in (4.4) that the system matrices Ai, Bi, i 6 m, are subject to 

polytopic uncertainties which can be modeled as 

[A Bt\ en, n := l[MZ) BZ(0] = £ t t W * B\Vt)\ 
1 . ^ , (4-3) 

E ^ > = 1, Cf'^0 ,Vzem 
Vi = l ) 

where ^f0, B^ are known constant matrices, and Q s represent time-invariant 

uncertainties, Vi € Pi := {1, •••,Pi}. 

Remark 4.1. The model given for each subsystem in (4-1) is the most general 

formulation for linear time-invariant (LTI) time-delay systems. Each subsystem 

modeled by (4-1) is often referred to as a neutral time-delay system. In many real-

world applications, however, delay appears only in the state and not in the derivative 

of the state, i. e. 

x(t) = Aa{t)x(t) + Ba{t)x{t - r(t)) (4.4) 

This type of system is referred to as a retarded time-delay system. In this 

chapter both type of time-delay systems will be studied. In the case of retarded time-

delay systems the delay can vary with time, while for the neutral time-delay systems 

it is assumed to be fixed. 

The following assumption and two definitions will be used in developing the 

results for retarded time-delay systems. 

Assumption 4.1. It is assumed that the system delay r(t) in (4-4) satisfies the 



following constraints 

0 < r(i) < h (4.5a) 

\f(t)\ < d (4.5b) 

for all t, where h and d are known positive constants. 

Definition 4.1. The switched time-delay system (4-4) under the switching signal 

a(t) is called exponentially stable with the rate a > 0, if the solution x(t) of the state 

equation (4-4) satisfies the inequality 

l|z(*)ll^«lla;d|Cle-Q(*-*o) V i o > 0 , t>t0 

for any K > 1, where ||-|| represents the Euclidean norm, and \\xt\\Cl = sup_ f t<6 )<0 | |x(£+ 

8)\\-

Definition 4.2. [30] The switching signal a(t) has an average dwell time Td if there 

exists a nonnegative number N0 such that the number of discontinuities of a(t) on 

an arbitrary interval (to,t), denoted by Na(t)(t',to)> satisfies 

NlT{t)(t-to)<NQ + t-^ 

Without loss of generality, it is assumed in this work that 7V0 = 0. 

In the next section, the stability conditions are derived for switched retarded 

and neutral time-delay systems with polytopic uncertainties. 
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4.3 Main Results 

4.3.1 Stability of Uncertain Switched Retarded Time-Delay 

Systems 

Assume for now that the system matrices A%, Bi in (4.4) are constant and fixed. 

Using the Leibniz-Newton formula, one can write 

x(t - r(t)) = x(t) - / x(s)ds (4.6) 
Jt-r(t) 

Note that generally x(s) in (4.6) may be governed by different equations in the time 

interval [t — r(t), t) (due to possible switchings between different subsystems in 

this interval). Denote the switching time instants with t\, ti, ••-, iM in the interval 

[t — r(t), t). In other words, in each time interval [t — r(t), t\), [ti, t2), ..., [tM, t), 

the system dynamics is governed by a fixed state equation. Hence, using (4.6) the 

equation (4.4) can be rewritten as follows 

x(t) = (At + Bi)x{t) - Bi x(s)ds (4.7a) 
Jt-r(t) 

I x(s)ds = / [A{t-T(t))x(s) + B(t^T{t))x{s - T(s))]ds 
Jt-T(t) Jt-r(t) 

~Z2 [A{tl_l}x(s) + B^xis - T(s))]ds (4.7b) 

- / IKX(S) + BtAs - T(s))}ds 
Jt,t 

To simplify the notation, (4.7b) can be rewritten in the following form 

±{t) ={Ai + Bi)x(t) -Bi Aq{s)x(s) 
Jt-T(t) 

- Bi I Bq{s)x(s - T{S)) ds 
Jt~T(t) 

(4.8) 
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Note that q(s) in (4.8) is a piecewise constant function, representing the index of 

the system matrices in different time intervals. In order to proceed further, let the 

following positive-definite Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional for the i-th subsystem be 

defined 

V, =xT(t)Pix(t) + f xT{s)Qie
a{s-t)x(s)ds 

Jt-T(t) 

0 ft 

+ / / 
J-hJt-

Jt-T(t) 

1T r 
x{s) 

x(s - T(S))_ 

Zie^'-Q 
x{s) 

X{S-T(S)) 

(4.9) 

dsdO 

where Pi, Z^ (i e m) are symmetric positive-definite matrices, and Qi is a symmetric 

positive-semidefinite matrix. 

The following lemma presents the conditions for exponential decaying of Lyapunov-

Krasovskii functional (4.9) in the time interval [ifc, ijt+i) for system (4.4) without 

uncertainties. 

Lemma 4.1. Consider the switched time-delay system (4-4) w^th fixed matrices 

Ai, Bi. Let a(t) = i, t 6 [tk,tk+i), i £ m. The Lyapunov-Krasovskii func

tional (4-9) is exponentially decaying in each time interval [t).,tk+i) (i.e. Vi(xt) < 

ea(tk~t)Vi(xt+)), Vi G [tk,tk+i) if there exist symmetric positive-definite matrices 

Pi 6 RnXn, Ti € R3 n x 3 n
; Zi € R2 n x 2 n , a symmetric positive-semidefinite matrix 

Qi G ~Rnxn, and appropriately dimensioned matrices Ti,Ni, given by 

T = 

Tu 

T3i 

, Ni = 

Nu 

NSl 

for all i G m ; such that the LMIs 

Ei + hTi < 0 (4.10a) 
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I\ Ti Aq Bq 

Zit -ah 
> o 

hold for all i, q G m, where 

(4.10b) 

Tn; r12j r13i 

* r22i r23i 

* * r33i 

> o, Zi = 
* Z22i 

Em E\2i Ei3i 

* ^22i E2M 

* * E^i 

> 0 (4.11) 

(4.12) 

Elu =Qi + ocPx - NuAi - A\ Nti + hZUi + Tu + T& 

E12i = - NuBi - AjNl + hZ12i - Tu + TF 2z 

Em =Pi + Nli-A!N£i + Ti 3i 

E22l = - (1 - d)Qie-
ah - N2lBi - B[ N^ + hZ-22i '•2i T1 

12i 

R 23i N,r-BjNl-Tl 3i l 3 i 

E33l =N3l + Nl 

Proof: Take the derivative of the Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional (4.9) along 

the trajectories of (4.4) with fixed matrices Ai, Bi, to obtain 
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Vt =2x1 (t)I\x(t) + x1 (t)QiX(t) - (1 - t(t))xT(t - T(t))Qze-ahx(t - T(t)) 

T p 

X(t) 
-a [ xT{s)Qie

a^-t^x(s)ds + h 
Jt-T(t) 

Jt-h 

r(t) 

x(s) 

x(s — T(S)) 

0 rt 

-,T 

Z,-e' -ah 

X{t) 

X(t - T(t)) 

x{s) 

x(s - T(S)) 

X(t - T(t)) 

ds 

a If 
J-h Jt+0 

x(s) 

x{s - T(S)) 

Z-eQ ( s" ( ) 
x(s) 

x(s - T{S)) 

dsdO 

<-aVi + 2xT(t)Pi±(t) + xT{t)Qix(t) + axT(t)Pi,x{t) 

- (1 - d)xT(t - r(t))Qte-ahx(t - r(t)) 

T r 

X(t) 
+ h 

x(t) 

x(t - r(t)) x(t-T(t)) 

f 
Jt-h 

x{s) 

X{S-T(S)) 

Z<e ~ah ds 

(4.13) 

x{s) 

x(s — T(S)) 

for any t £ [tk,tk+i). From the Leibniz-Newton formula and for appropriately 

dimensioned matrices Nu, I = 1, 2 ,3, one can write 

(4.14) 
2 [xT(t)Nu + xT(t - r(t))N2l + xT(t)N3t] x 

[x(t) - Aix{t) - Bix{t - r{t))] = 0 

Moreover, from (4.6) and (4.8), and for appropriately dimensioned matrices Tti, 

I = 1,2,3, the following is obtained 

2 [xT(t)Tu + xT(t - T{t))T2i + xT{t)T3l] x 

x(t) - x(t — r ( i ) ) - / Aq(3)x(s) ds — / Bq^x(s — r(s))ds = 0 
Jt-T(t) Jt-r(t) 

(4.15) 
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where q(s) is an appropriate piecewise constant function, as mentioned earlier. 

Define 

V(t) = [xT(t) xT(t-r(t)) xT{t)]T 

and add (4.14), (4.15) to the right-hand side of the inequality (4.13) to arrive at 

Vi+aVi < rf^E^t) 

t-T(t) 

+ 

2rjr(t)Ti[Aq{a)Bl q{s) 

x(s) 

x(s — T(S)) 

Z,e -ah 

X{S) 

X{S-T(S))_ 

x(s) 

x(s — T(S)) 

(4.16) 

ds 

V 
where Ei is defined in (4.12). Note that using the Leibniz-Newton formula, it yields 

that for any 1̂  = Tf > 0 

/i77r(*)IV7(i) - f r,T{t)rir](t)ds > 0 (4.17) 
Jt-h 

Now, adding (4.17) to the right-hand side of the inequality (4.16) yields 

Vi + aVi<r]
T{t)Elr]{t) + hr]

T{t)Tir1{t)- [ (T(t, s)*i(g(s))C(«, s)ds (4.18) 
Jt-T(t) 

where 

at,s) = [rj1(t) x'(s) x/(S-r(s))} 

*M*)) = 
r» Tj[^4g(s)Bq(s)] 

* zie-
ah 
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If Ei + hTi < 0 and *j(g(s)) > 0, then V{ + aVi < -t\\x{t)\\2 for a sufficiently small 

e, which ensures that V^(xt) < ea(tk~t)Vi(xt+)), t 6 [<fc,*fc+i)- These conditions are, 

in fact, the ones provided in (4.10). • 

The following lemma presents conditions to guarantee the exponential stability 

of the switched time-delay system with fixed matrices Ai} J?;, i 6 m, 

L e m m a 4.2 . Assume the conditions of Lemma 4-1 hold for all subsystems. Then, 

the switched system (4-4) ? s exponentially stable for any switching signal with the 

dwell time Td satisfying 

Td > ^ (4.19) 
a 

where ji > 1 meets the following relations 

Pi<»Pj, Qi<»Qj, Zi<nZj,Vij€m (4.20) 

Proof: Consider the Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional (4.9). Then, using Lemma 4.1, 

the switching signal a{t) meets the following condition 

Va(t){xt)<e-^-^V^k)(xtt) (4.21) 

for any t € [tk,tk+i)- Note that from Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional (4.9) and the 

relations (4.20) at any switching instant t one can obtain 

The above inequality yields that 

V{xt) < ^ - ^ V ^ x i - ) < ... < ^e-^-^Va(to){xto) 

at any time t. Now. if k < ^r2- < \t~t°'a where k is the number of switchings in the 

interval [fo, t), one arrives at 
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V(xt)<e-{a-^){t-t0)Va{t0)(xt0) 

Considering (4.9), define positive numbers fci, k2 as given below 

(4.22) 

ki =mm\min(Pl] 
i f m JGm 

k2 = max Amax(Pi) + hmax\max(Qi) + 2/i2ma_xAmax(Zi) 
(4.23) 

Then, from (4.9) and (4.23) it is concluded that 

hWxm2 <V{xt), Va{t0)<k2\\xt0\\l 

The relations (4.22) and (4.24) lead to 

(4.24) 

|^)||2<f^t)<?^(a^)(t"t0)| |2 
lei (4.25) 

which ensures the exponential stability of the switched system (4.4) with fixed ma

trices Ai and £». • 

Remark 4.2. It can be shown from (4-25) that if the conditions of Lemma 4-2 

are satisfied, then the state trajectories of the system (4-4) meet, in particular, the 

following relation 

\\x(t)\\ < J ^ e - ^ K I L (4.26) 
V M 

where ki and k2 are positive constants defined in (4-23) and p = | I a — ^p j . 

To proceed further, define the following positive-definite Lyapunov-Krasovskii 

functional 

V,= JT xT{t)i^P^x{t) + Yjf xT(S)^Q^e*^x(s)ds 

+/Y 
J-h Jt+ 

x(s) 

x(s - T(S)) 

i-ea(s-f) x{s) 

x{s - T(S)) 

(4.27) 

dsdO 
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for the i-th subsystem, where Pi , Zi are symmetric positive-definite matrices, and 

Q\v is a symmetric positive-semidefinite matrix, for any i £ m and i>j € pY 

The following lemma is the key to the subsequent analysis concerning the 

sufficient conditions for the exponential decaying of Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional 

(4.27) in time interval [£jt,£fc+i) for the uncertain switched time-delay system with 

polytopic uncertainties. 

Lemma 4.3. Consider the switched time-delay system (4-4) with polytopic uncer

tainties (4-3). Let a(t) be equal to i for t £ [tk,tk+i), i G m. Then, the Lyapunov-

Krasovskii functional (4-27) is exponentially decaying in each time interval [tk,tk+i) 

(i.e. Vi(xt) < ea^tk~tWi{xt+), Vt £ [tk-tk+i)) if the following matrix inequalities are 
k 

satisfied 

(4.28a) 

> 0 (4.28b) 
fi 

* 

El 

% 

Vt) + hTi<0 

^(vi) Q(VJ) 

Zie~ah 

for all Vi £ p ^ j £ m, and Vj £ Pj, where 

T,= 

Ti = 

T i , 

I3i 

N< = 

Nu 

JV,. 

Tll i Tl2i Tl3i 

* F22i T23i 

* * ^33i 

> 0, Zi = nu 

K (Vi) 

p(«») &W p(" i ) 
- ^ l l i -c'12i ^13* 

* E^ E^ 

* * E^ 

Z\2i 

Z22i 

> 0 (4.29) 

(4.30) 
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E{vi 

E-

p{vi 

J22i 

r("' £?. 

= Q ^ } + aP™ - NUA™ - (A^Y N? + hZlu + fu + 7* 

- NuB™ - (A-)' Nl + hZ12i - Tu + ft 2i 

T _ 
-_pM + iVH - ( 4 " > ) ^ + f̂  

(1 - d)QJ"V*h - i M " } - ( ^ " ^ ^ + ^ " f * ~ ^ 

=#«- (*<«•>) i V £ - £ 23i 

Proof: Similar to Lemma 4.1, the derivative of the Lyapunov-Krasovskii func

tional (4.27) along the trajectories of (4.4) in the presence of uncertainties (4.3) is 

obtained as follows 

Vt + aVi <2 JT xT{t)^P^x(t) + aJT xT (t)^ P^ x(t) 

- £ ( 1 - f (t))xT{t - Tim^Q^e-^t - r{t)) 
Vi = l (4.31) 

+ h 

f 
Jt-t 

x{s) 

x(s — T(S)) 

x(s) 

x(s — T(S)) 

Zi 
x{s) 

x(s — T(S)) 

Zi€ -ah 
x(s) 

x(s — T(S)) 

ds 

for any t 6 [tk, tk+i)- From the Leibniz-Newton formula and by using appropriately 

dimensioned matrices Nu, / = 1, 2, 3, one can write 

xT(t)Nu + xT{t - T(t))N2i + xT(t)N3i 

m -^r^A^xit) -f^^B^xit - T(0) 
Vi = l Vi = l 

(4.32) 
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Moreover, according to (4.8) and for appropriately dimensioned matrices Tu, I = 

1, 2, 3, the following equality holds 

x1 (t)Tii + x1 (t - T(t))T2i + x1 {t)T3l 

4 -T W «,(-)=! 
a;(t) _ x(i _ T{t)) - f J2 I 

Jt-T(t).. -i 

/•t P«(») 

K(S)) 4K(»)) 
9(s) ^g(s) 

x(s) ds 
(4.33) 

^w'^&r^-^))^ 0 

where c/(s) is a piecewise constant function representing the active subsystem at 

t = s. On the other hand 

hrjT(t)fir](t) - [ v
T(t)tiv(t)ds > 0 (4.34) 

Jt-h 
Adding (4.32), (4.33) and (4.34) to the right-hand side of (4.31) yields 

« i = i =1 

r>(«») ; w h e r e E\ i] is defined in (4.30) and 

* 
»>9(s) 

I\ 7-

*«(*)-

Aq{s) Dq(s) 

Zie~ah 

(4.35) 

Now, similar to the statements of Lemma 4.1, if ^ = 1 ^ , ^ f + hfi < 0, and 

*-"9
5
(
<;)

)) > 0, then Vt + aVt < -e | |x(i) | |2 for a sufficiently small e (i <E m). These 

conditions are provided in (4.28), and guarantee that Vi(xt) < ea(tk~^Vi(xt+)), Vi £ 

Theorem 4.1. Assume the conditions of Lemma 4-3 hold. Then, the switched 

system (4-4) with the uncertainties (4-3) is exponentially stable for any switching 

signal with the dwell time Td satisfying 
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Td> 
\tifj. 

a 

where n > 1 fulfills the following conditions 

max Pf' < n min P"1, max Qf < /.i. min Q'"3 

Zi < IJLZJ, Vi,j € m 

Proof: The proof is similar to that of Lemma 4.2, and is omitted here due to 

space restrictions. • 

Remark 4.3. It is to be noted in (4-7) and the proof of Lemma 4-3, that the after

effect phenomenon (associated with delay) is taken into consideration in the stability 

analysis of the underlying switched system. This is carried out by using (4-27) (after 

ignoring the last term in its right side) and (4-33). The following corollary is a 

special case of Lemma 4-3, where the after-effect is not considered in the subsystems. 

Corollary 4.1. The Switched time-delay system (4-4) w^ polytopic uncertainties 

(4-3) is exponentially stable with the average dwell time Td = l^, a > 0, /i > 1, if 

the following matrix inequalities are satisfied 

Ni = N. N. 2i N. 
l T 

3» 

for all «; € Pi, J € m, where 

E^] = 

?•(«*) EVi> E 

* E 

12t 

22i 

E-(Vi) 
13« 

p ( » i ) 

B(vt) 
•^33* 

< 0 (4.36) 
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(Vi 

B{v, E Yli 

E\ 

^22i 

-^238 

El 33i 

=Q\Vi) + aP^} - NUA^ - (A?<>) N^ 

NUB, K) _ ( ^ ) ) Nl 

Nl 

= - (1 - d)Q\Vi)e~ah - N2iB\Vl) ~ (B™) 
T _ 

flJUi)f J\£ 3i 

=N3i + Nl 

max PWi < ju mm P"3, max QV* < î min (XJ Vi, j £ m 

Proof: Choosing the Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional 

V, = JT xT(t)^P^x(t) + JT f xT{s)^Q^e^x(S)ds 

the proof is similar to the proof of Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3, and is omitted here. • 

Remark 4.4. It is to be noted that, the results presented in Corollary 4-1 can be 

extended for the stability of switched time-delay systems with arbitrary switching 

signal a(t). In other words, if Pt = Pj, Qi = Qj, Vi,j € m (i.e., fj, = 1) and a — 0 

the stability conditions stated in Corollary 4-1 can be rewritten for the asymptotic 

stability of switched time-delay system (4-4) with polytopic uncertainties and in the 

presence of arbitrary switching signal as follows: 

Corollary 4.2. The Switched time-delay system (4-4) wi$i polytopic uncertainties 

(4-3) is asymptotically stable with arbitrary switching signal a(t) if the following 

matrix inequality is satisfied 

Ni w m m 
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for all Uj 6 P i , i G m , where 

E) 
,(Vi) _ 

fr(Vi) EKi> E 

* E 

12i £ 13i 

(«i) p ( " i ) 
22i K 23i 

^ 3 3 * 

< 0 (4.37) 

E{Vz 

•^ l l i 

•c '12i 

13i 

E. 

E(v< 

E. (v, 
33i 

Qt] ~ NUA M A w ) NT, 
T _ 

=N3I + N£ 

Nl 

Nl 

Proof: The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 4.3 and is omitted here 

due to space restrictions. • 

4.3.2 Stability of Uncertain Switched Neutral Time-Delay 

Systems 

Consider the switched time-delay system (4.1). Assume in this case that the delay 

in the right side of the equation (4.1) is also fixed, and is equal to the delay in the 

left side of the equation, i.e. r(t) = f, for any t > 0. Hence, the initial condition in 

this case is expressed by x{t) — 4>(t), t G [—f, 0 ] 

Similar to the previous case, the system matrices Ai, Bi, i G m are assumed to 

be subject to polytopic uncertainty defined in (4.3). It is desired to find conditions 

under which the switched neutral time-delay system (4.1) is stable. To this end, let 

the case of fixed matrices Ai, Bi, i G m, be considered first. 

Define the following positive-definite Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional 
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V% =[x(t) - Dx(t - f)Y Pi[x(t) - Dx(t - f)] 

+ 

+ 

/ ' 

fl 
J-f Jt-

x(s) 

x(s — f) 

0 pt 

t+e 

Qze a(s-t) 
x(s) 

x(s — f) 
ds 

(4.38) 

x s Z7ea(s-S) x(s) 

x(s — f) 
dsdd 

x(s — T) 

for the i-th subsystem, where Pi, Zi are symmetric positive-definite matrices, and 

Qi is a symmetric positive-semidefinite matrix, \/i £ m. 

Lemma 4.4. Consider the switched time-delay system (4-1) with polytopic uncer

tainties (4-3). Let o~(t) be equal to i, for any t e [tk-tk+i), i € m. The Lyapunov-

Krasovskii functional (4.38) is exponentially decaying in each time interval [£fc,*fc+i) 

(i.e. VAxt) < ea^k~t^Vi(xt+), V/ 6 Uk-.tk+i)) if the following matrix inequalities are 
k 

satisfied 

for alii,q G m, where 

Ei + hTl<Q 

ti % Aq Bq] 

* Zie~af 
> 0 

T = 

Tu 

Ta 

• Nl = 

Nu 

NK 

(4.39a) 

(4.39b) 

[TATT Ei = $i + T^ + Uj Tt + N%K + Af N- (4.40a) 
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$,: = 
* $22i *23» $24i 

* * 0 0 

* * * $44j 

* l l i = <2lli + a A + f Z m 

$ 2 2 l = - Qme~af + fZ22l + Q22l + aDTPzD 

$23* =DTPZ, <£24i = -e~afQ12t 

$44i = - e~af Q22i 

(4.40b) 

n = \i -(D + i) o D 

A , = -A; -Bi I 0 

rui r12j r13i rUi 

* r 22i r 2 3 i r 24i 

* * f33i T-S4i 

* * * T44j 

> 0 

£ = 
* Z22i 

> 0 

(4.40c) 

(4.41a) 

(4.41b) 

Proof: Take the derivative of the Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional (4.38) along 

the trajectories of (4.1) with fixed matrices Ai, Bi to obtain 
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Vi + aVi =2[x(t) - Dx(t - f)]TP,£(t, f) 

a[x(t) - Dx(t - f)]TPi[x{t) - Dx(t - f)] 

T T 

+ 

+ f 

x(t) 

x(t - f) 

' x(t) 

x(t — T 

Qi 
x(t) 

x(t - f) 

x(t) 

x(t — f 

x(t - f) 

x(t - 2f) 
Q%e 

x(t - f ) 

x(t - 2f) 

Jt-f 

x(s) 

x(s — f) 
Zte~aT ds 

x(s) 

x(s — f) 

(4.42) 

for any t £ [ifc,ffc+i), where S(t,r) = x(t) — Dx(t — r ) . Define now 

n{t)=[xT{t) xT{t-f) xT{t-2f) £T(t.f)]T 

From the Leibniz-Newton formula, and by using appropriately dimensioned matrices 

Ni, Ti, one can write 

2f)T(t)Ni x [£T(t,f) - Aix{t) - Bix(t - f)] = 0 (4.43) 

IT)1 (t)Ti x [x(t) - (D + I)x(t - f) + Dx(t - 2f) 
(4.44) 

- / Aq(s)x(s) ds - Bq(s)x(s ~r)ds = 0 
Jt-f Jt-f 

where q(s) is a piecewise constant function representing the active subsystem's index 

&tt = s. Add (4.43), (4.44) to the right-hand side of (4.42) to obtain 

Vi + aVi<fjT{t)Eifj(t) 

[l I V X(S) X(S) _ _ X(S) | 
- / 2f{t)Ti{Aq{s)Bq{s)] + Zie~

aT Ids 
•'t~r I x(s — T) X(S — T) x(s — T) J 

(4.45) 
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where Ei is defined in (4.40a). Note that using the Leibniz-Newton formula and 

(4.45) yields 

Vi + aK < fjT(t)Eifi(t) + f jf(f)r\7j(i) - f (T(t., s)*i(9(s))C(i, s)ds (4.46) 
Jt-f 

where 

C(t,s) = [f(t) xT(s) xT(s-f)f 

* i ( 9 (« ) ) = 
Tj Ti[Aq(s)Bq(s-)] 

Zie~
af __ 

If Ei + ffj < 0 and ^i(q(s)) > 0, then V* + aV, < -e||x(^)||2 for a sufficiently small 

e, which ensures that Vi{xt) < ea(-tk~t^Vi(xt+)), V2 G [ife,ifc+i). This completes the 

proof. • 

In Lemma 4.4, the exponential decaying of Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional 

(4.38) for any switching time interval [tk,tk+i) (with the switching instant tk) and 

for each subsystem of (4.1) is studied under the assumption that Ai, Bi, i E m, are 

fixed matrices. The following lemma presents the exponential decaying conditions 

of Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional (4.38) for any switching time interval [tk,tk+1) 

and for each subsystem of (4.1) for the case where the matrices Ai: Bi, i 6 m, are 

subject to polytopic uncertainties. 

Lemma 4.5. Consider the switched time-delay system (4.1) with polytopic uncer

tainties (4-3). Let o(i) be equal to i, for any t G [tk-,ik+i), i € m. The Lyapunov-

Krasovskii functional (4-38) is exponentially decaying in each time interval \tk,tk+\) 

(i.e. Vi{xt) < ea(tk~t^Vi(xt+), Vi € [tk-.tk+i]) if the following matrix inequalities are 
k 

satisfied 

&(««) Elv'> + hTi<0 (4.47a) 
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where 

r\: Ti y^(Vj) gM 

Zje 

> 0 (4.47b) 

T = 

fu 

Ta 

,k = 
Ai 

4, 

# («i ) i|Wi) + fA + nfif + i W ° + ( ^ 
T -

N! 

I(<*) = 

v l l i v12t u v14i 

! > * ) # > i ) ^ ( « > ) * !& ' * . $ ' 22 i ^ 2 3 i ^ 2 4 i 

* 0 0 

$ H i 

* * 44i 

=Q^ ; + a ^ ' ; + ?Z-H i 

*S 
$. 22 t 

^ r J ^ + ̂  + ̂ A ^ = ^ 

= - Q^e-^ + f 222l + Q^ + aDTP™D 

(4.48a) 

(4.48b) 

^ 2 3 i =2>r/**\ ££> —e 
F0 to) 

12i 

$ to 
44i c-"*® 

n 

1 K ) = 

/ -(£> + /) 0 D 

.AM _B{vl) j Q 
(4.48c) 

r,- = 

^ H i Ti2j r i 3 j r 1 4 i 

* r22i r23i r24l 

* * r3 3 j r3 4 i 

* * r4 4 i 

>o (4.49a) 
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Zi 
Z\\i Z\2i 

* Z22i 
> 0 (4.49b) 

for all Vi e p i ; and i,j € m. 

The following theorem completes the main contributions of this chapter by 

presenting sufficient conditions for the stability of the uncertain switched neutral 

time-delay system described by (4.1). 

Theorem 4.2. Assume the conditions of Lemma 4-5 hold. Then, the switched 

system (4-1) with uncertainties (4-3) is exponentially stable for any switching signal 

with the dwell time Td satisfying 

a 

where \i > 1 meets the following inequalities 

max P^ < /x mm P^, max Q^ < [i min QlJ • 

Zi < fj,Zj, Vi,j e m 

Proof: The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 4.2, and is omitted here 

due to space restrictions. • 

The following Corollary provides conditions under which the switched neutral 

time-delay system (4.1) with polytopic uncertainties (4.3) be asymptotically stable 

with arbitrary switching signal o(t). 

Corollary 4.3. The Switched neutral time-delay system (4-1) with polytopic un

certainties (4-3) and arbitrary switching signal a(t) is asymptotically stable if the 

following matrix inequality is satisfied 

£(«*) = $K) + #.£to) + ^ ) ) TVf < 0 



where 

Ni = 

$(«») = 

K ••• N4I 
= TV 

o £&> 

^ 2 2 i ^ 2 3 z 

* 0 

<J> 24i 

0 

* & 

$ 

$ 

^ 2 3 i 

$ 

A: 

— Qlli + r ^ l l i 

—T^12i + V i 2 j j 

*W 

| K ) = j**) 

= -0{ i iV )+rf22i + <5(,'i) 22i 

=DT^\ * ^ = - Q ' 12 i 

~~ ^ 2 2 i 

_ A ( ^ ) _B(vi) j Q 

/or a/i «i 6 p„ t £ m. 

4.4 Numerical Examples 

In this section, three examples are presented to show the effectiveness of the results 

obtained in this chapter. 

Example 4.1. Consider system (4-4) with polytopic uncertainties of the form (4-3) 

described by the following matrices 

4X) = 
-0 .1 0 

0.2 -0 .4 

(2) -0.8 0 

1 -0 .1 

B<1} = B[2) = 
-0.1 -0.35 

0 0.3 
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A ( i ) 
-1 

0.5 

-0 .5 

- 1 

4(2) _ 
i A2 ~ 

- 2 

1 

0 

- 2 
4(3) _ 

> /12 — 

0.1 

1 

0 

0.1 

B. ( i ) 
-0 .1 

-0 .1 

0 

-0.1 

o(2) 0 1 

1 0 
B 0 ) _ , r>2 — 

-0.9 

- 1 

0 

-1.1 

These matrices represent a switched system consisting of two uncertain subsystems. 

Solving the LMIs in Lemma 4-3, it is concluded that each subsystem is exponentially 

stable for h = 0.3. Using Theorem 4-1, one can deduce that the switched system 

given above is exponentially stable for fj, = 4.3, a = 0.15 and Td = 40.4s. 

Example 4.2. A mechanical rotational cutting process can be modeled as [52], [80] 

x(t) =Ax(t) + Bx(t - r(t)) + Cu(t) 

x(t) =</>(t), te[-h,0] 

where the nominal system matrices are given by 

- 2 0.2 0.35 

-0.5 0.15 -0 .3 

1 -0.2 -0.25 

B = 

0.2 -0 .1 0 

0.5 0.1 0 

0.1 0 0.1 

c = r{t) = 0.2sin(0.U) + 0.2 

(4.50) 

(4.51a) 

(4.51b) 
0.5 -0.65 0.5 

-0 .3 0.5 -0.25 

It is assumed that the system actuators are subject to poor performance or failure, 

but at least one actuator remains operational at any time. The poor performance 

occurs when an actuator's output level changes due to mechanical problems. It is 

also supposed that the system matrix A has polytopic uncertainties on its diagonal 

elements. With the above assumptions, the operation of the system can be modeled by 

two subsystems: the first subsystem is represented by the nominal matrices (4-51), 
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and the second subsystem is subject to polytopic uncertainties. Let the uncertain 

subsystems be represented by the following matrices 

c: (2) 

A2 = A + 

0 0 0 

-0.3 0.5 -0.25 

<Ji 0 0 

0 52 0 

0 0 53 

C^ = 
0.5 -0.65 0.5 

0 0 0 

| < J i | < 0 . 5 , |<$2 |<0 .10 , | < 5 3 | < 0 . 1 5 (4.52) 

Define 

I (2) 

-1.5 0.2 0.35 

-0.5 0.25 -0.3 

1 -0.2 -0.1 

. ( i ) 

-2.5 0.2 0.35 

-0.5 0.05 -0.3 

1 -0.2 -0.4 

Using the switched system formulation here, a(t) is 1 when there is no actuator 

failure in the system, and is 2 while the actuators are not functioning properly. Let 

the system failure be formulated in the framework of polytopic-type uncertainties as 

C2 = tf>Cf + £fcf, A2 = tf>4*> + #>42\ tf> + & = l, $\t? > 0. Let 

also u(t) = Kx(t), where 

K 
-0.4 1 - 1 

-0.3 - 1 0.5 

Now, using the results of Lemma 4-3 it can be shown that each subsystem of (4-50) 

is exponentially stable with h = 0.4. It is straightforward to verify that a = 0.05 and 

fj, = 12.74 satisfy the conditions of Theorem 4.1. Consequently, T^ can be as small 

as In £ = 50.90s. 
a 

Let the initial condition of the system be 4>(6) = [—2sin(#) — sin(30) 2sin(6')]T
) 

V0 6 [—h,0], and assume that the time interval between consecutive switching in

stants is 60s, which is greater than the dwell time condition stated above. Fig. 4-1 
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depicts the state trajectories of the system, and shows that they all converge to zero; 

hence, the system is stable. This demonstrates the effectiveness of the results pro

posed in this work. 

1 

tra
 

S
ta

te
 

1.5 

1 

0.5 

0 

-0.5 

-1 

-1.5 

-. \ 
1 

• 

— x i 

X 2 " 

"3 

-

• 

50 100 150 
Time (s) 

200 250 300 

Figure 4-1-' State trajectories of the perturbed switched time-delay system in Exam
ple 4-2 with sufficiently small perturbation. 

Note that the LMIs presented in this work are infeasible for small perturbations 

of the system in Example 4-2 (beyond the bounds given in (4-52)). For example, by 

choosing A2 = ^l+diag(di, S2, 53), where \52\ < 0.15 and8\.. S3 are equal to their up

per bounds in (4-52), Lemma 4-3 and Theorem 4-1 cannot guarantee the exponential 

stability of the system. In other words, the LMIs presented in Lemma 4-3 and The

orem 4-1 for the stability of the switched time-delay system become infeasible. State 

trajectories for the perturbations beyond the bounds given in (4-52) and the switch

ing time 15s (which is less than the dwell time obtained earlier) are demonstrated in 

Fig. 4-2- These trajectories confirm that the underlying switched time-delay system 

can be unstable if the sufficient conditions provided for the stability of the system in 

this chapter are violated. 

Example 4.3. Consider the switched neutral time-delay system (4-1), where r(t) — 

f and with polytopic uncertainties given by 
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30 
Time (s) 

Figure 4-2: State trajectories of the perturbed switched time-delay system in Exam
ple 4-2 with large perturbation. 

D = 
0.2 0 

-0.1 -0.2 
A! 

A ( i ) 
-1.5 0 

2 -1.5 

!#> = 
- 1 0 

1 1 

- 4 1 

0 - 3 

42 ) = 

B{2) -

- 3 3 

0 - 5 

2 0 

1 1 

2 0 

1 1 

The above switched neutral time-delay system consists of two subsystems, where 

one subsystem is fixed, and the other one is subject to polytopic uncertainties. Using 

Lemma 4-5, it can be deduced that the uncertain subsystem is exponentially stable 

for f = 5.5. It can also be inferred from Theorem 4-2 that the switched system is 

exponentially stable with // = 1.99 x 103, a = 0.1 and Td = 75.97s. It is worth 

mentioning that for f = 0.5 and a = 0.4, the value ofTd would be 17.36s. In other 

words, to obtain faster exponential response (greater a) delay should be smaller. 
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Chapter 5 

An Adaptive Regulation Method 

for a Class of Uncertain 

Time-Delay Systems 

5.1 Introduction 

Stability analysis for time-delay systems has attracted many researchers in recent 

years due to its applications in a wide range of real-world control systems [68]. Such 

applications include, for example, process control systems, communication networks 

and power systems, to name only a few [8], [106], [40]. 

Most of the published work on the stability of uncertain time-delay systems 

assume that upper bounds on the system uncertainties are available; e.g., see [106], 

[25], [48], [101], [87], [37], [96] and references therein. In [65], [13] a memoryless 

feedback is employed to obtain a control strategy that does not depend on the 

delay, but uses the upper bounds on the uncertainties to stabilize the time-delay 

system. In control applications, however, bounds on the system uncertainties may 

not be known a priori. Therefore, it is more desirable to develop an approach to 
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stabilize time-delay systems without the requirement of uncertainties bounds. 

Time-delay systems can be classified in two different categories: the ones ex

pressed by retarded functional differential equations and the ones described by neu

tral functional differential equations. In retarded functional differential equations 

only state delay is considered, whereas neutral functional differential equations in

volve also derivatives of the state with delays (see [23], [40] for more details). 

Various adaptive control schemes are presented in the literature to stabilize 

uncertain retarded time-delay systems; e.g. see [58], [94], [93], [107], [66]. In [58], a 

pre-routed switching approach is taken to stabilize a class of uncertain continuous-

time systems with time delay, where the delay is assumed to be known. However, 

the corresponding approach needs the upper bounds on the uncertainties. In [94], 

[93], [107], [66], different adaptive control approach for the stabilization of uncer

tain retarded time-delay systems are presented, where the upper bounds on the 

uncertainties are assumed to be unknown. The above-mentioned adaptive robust 

controllers are employed to estimate the upper bounds of the uncertainties and sub

sequently stabilize the uncertain time-delay system. Various techniques are proposed 

in prior literature to design adaptive robust controllers to stabilize the uncertain re

tarded time-delay systems. However, there are very few results on the stabilization 

of neutral time-delay systems (due to their complexity) when no upper bounds on 

the uncertainties are available. Adaptive robust control schemes are proposed in 

[79] to stabilize uncertain neutral time-delay systems. However, the drawback of 

the work [79] is that it has chattering phenomena close the origin. 

In this chapter, a novel adaptive state feedback control design technique is 

introduced to asymptotically stabilize an uncertain neutral time-delay system. The 

upper bounds of the uncertainties are assumed to be unknown. First, using some 

adaptation laws the upper bounds on the uncertainties are estimated. Then, using 
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the updated parameters, a state feedback adaptive controller is introduced to ro

bustly stabilize the uncertain neutral time-delay system. It is shown that the state 

of the resultant closed-loop system is asymptotically stable. 

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. The problem formulation 

and some essential assumptions are given in Section 5.2. An adaptive robust control 

design technique is introduced in Section 5.3 as the main contribution of this work. 

Simulations are presented in Section 5.4 to demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed 

method. 

5.2 Problem Formulation 

Consider an uncertain neutral time-delay system described by the following differ

ential equation 

x(t) - Dx(t -h) = (A0 + AA0(t))x(t) + AAi(t)x(t - h) + Bu{t) (5.1) 

where x(t) G R n is the state vector and u(t) G Rm is the input vector. Moreover, 

A0 G R"x n , B G R" x m and D G R n x n are known constant matrices, and AA0, AAr 

represent the system uncertainties and are assumed to be continuous with respect to 

their parameter. Furthermore, h is the time-delay which is positive, and is assumed 

to be constant. The initial condition for the system (5.1) is given by 

x(t) = 4>{t), t€[t0- h, <0] (5.2) 

where <p{t) is a continuous function on the interval [t0 — h, t0]. It is to be noted that 

the model given in (5.1) is widely used in the literature (e.g., see [94], [93]). 

To proceed further, the following assumptions are made. 
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Assumption 5.1. All admissible uncertainties can be expressed as follows 

AA0(t) =BEAo(t) (5.3a) 

AA^t) =BEAl(t) (5.3b) 

where EAo{-), EAl(-) are unknown matrices with appropriate dimensions and the 

following unknown bounds 

\EAo(t)\\ < PA0 

\EAl(t)\\ < P*Al 

(5.4a) 

(5.4b) 

In the above inequalities \\ • \\ denotes the spectral norm, and p*A ,p*Al are unknown 

positive constants. 

Assumption 5.2. There exist symmetric positive-definite n x n matrices P, R, Q, 

a positive semi-definite matrix S G R"x n , and a strictly positive constant r\, such 

that the following relations hold 

PA0 + A%P + Q + PA0DR'1DTAlP + S + ST - nPBBTP < 0 (5.5a) 

2DTSD -S + R<0 

Assumption 5.3. [37] The martix D in (5.1) is such that \\D\\ < 1. 

(5.5b) 

Remark 5.1. It is to be noted that by multiplying the left and right sides of the 

algebraic Riccati inequality (5.5a) by -P -1, and multiplying the left and right sides of 

(5.5b) by S~l, one can write (5.5a) and (5.5b) in the form of LMIs as follows 

A0X + XAl + W - -qBB1 X 

2 Z 

* 

A0D 

0 

-H 

< 0 (5.6a) 
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-Z Z ZDT 

* -H 0 < 0 (5.6b) 

* * -\Z 

where the matrices in (5.5) and (5.6) are related by, P = X~l, Q = PWP, S = Z~l, 

andR = H~\ 

Throughout the remainder of this work, the symbols Amax(-) and Amin(-) are 

used for the maximum and minimum eigenvalues of a matrix, respectively. The 

following definition will prove convenient in the development of the main results. 

Definition 5.1. The vector 0* and ty are defined as follows 

&* ••= l(p*A0f PA0PM (PXYY (5.7a) 

* := 1{KL(Q) + ^n(R)\\D\\) 2||Z>||A-[n(i?) \^n(R)]T (5.7b) 

where Q, R are the symmetric positive-definite n x n matrices. 

In order to proceed further, the following well-known fact is borrowed from 

[90]. 

Fact 5.1. [90] For any vectors or matrices z, y of appropriate dimensions and 

any symmetric positive-definite matrix M = MT > 0, the following relations are 

satisfied: 

-zTy - yTz < zTMz + yTM~1y 
(5.8) 

zTy + yTz < zTMz + yTM ly 

It is desired now to design a feedback controller to stabilize the uncertain 

time-delay system (5.1). 

5.3 Adaptive Robust Control Design 

The following controller is proposed to stabilize (5.1) 
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u(t) = -lvB
TPMh(t) - l-QT{t)t!BTPMh{t) (5.9) 

Mh{t) = x(t) - Dx(t - h) (5.10) 

where P 6 Rrax™ is a symmetric positive-definite matrix. \& is the regressor matrix 

defined in (5.7b), and n is a strictly positive constant. The function @(t) represents 

the estimate of the unknown parameter vector 0* defined in (5.7a), which is updated 

through the following adaptation law 

e(t) = rnMl(t)PB\\2 (5.ii) 

where T is any symmetric positive-definite 3 x 3 matrix. 

Theorem 5.1. The uncertain time-delay system (5.1) with the control input (5.9) 

is asymptotically stable provided the conditions of Assumptions 5.1-5.3 are satisfied. 

Proof: Applying the control input (5.9) to (5.1) leads to the following closed-

loop system 

x{t) - Dx(t -h) = (A0 + AA0(t))x(t) + AA!(t)x(t - h) 
(5.12) 

- r]BBTPMh{t) - eT{t)^>BBTPMh(t) 

Choose the following positive-definite Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional candidate 

V(x(t), 6 (0 ) =[x{t) - Dx(t - h)}TP[x(t) - Dx(t - h)] 
rt i (5.13) 

+ / xT(s)Sx{s)ds + -eT(t)r-1e(t) 
Jt-h 2 

In (5.13), the matrices P, T are symmetric positive-definite and the matrix S is a 

positive semi-definite matrix. Define the parameter estimation error vector as 

Q(t) := 6(i) - 0* (5.14) 
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(note that ©* is defined in (5.7a), and that Q(t) is its estimate). 

For t > t0, the derivative of the Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional introduced in 

(5.13) is obtained as follows 

V(x(t), 0(t)) =2 [x(t) - Dx{t - h)f P [±(t) - Dx(t - h)] 
(5.15) 

+ xT(t)Sx(t) - xT{t - h)Sx(t - k) + eT(i)r-1e(i) 

Substituting (5.12) in (5.15) and using (5.3) (Assumption 5.1) yield that 

V(x(t), @(t)) =Ml(t)(PA0 + AlP)Mh{t) + 2MT
h(t)PAA0Mh(t) 

+ 2MT
h{t)P [(A) + AA0)D + AAt]x(t - h) 

(5.16) 
- (77 + eT(t)^)Ml(i)PBBTPMh(t) 

+ xT(t)Sx(t) - xT(t - h)Sx(t -h) + eT(t)r-le(t) 

Note from Fact 5.1 that, there exist symmetric positive-definite nxn matrices R, Q 

such that (5.16) can be rewritten as follows 
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V(x(t),Q(t)) 

<Ml(t)(PA0 + AlP)Mh{t) + 2Ml(t)PBE0(t)Mh(t) 

+ Ml(t) [P(A0 + AA0)D + PAAi] R~l [P(A0 + AA0)D + PAA.f Mh(t) 

+ xT(t - h)Rx(t - h) - (v + QT{t)^)MT
h{t)PBBTPMh(t) 

+ 2Ml{t)SDx{t - h) - 2Ml(t)SDx(t - h) 

+ xT{t)Sx{t) - xT{t - h)Sx(t - h) + eT(i)r_ 19(i) 

<Ml(t)(PA0 + A*P)Mh(t) + 2Ml(t)PBE0(t)Mh(t) 

+ Mftt) [P(A0 + BE0{t))D + PBE^t)} R~l 

x [P(A0 + BE0(t))D + PBE^f Mh(t) 

+ MT
h(t)SMh{t) + xT{t - h)Rx(t - h) - (77 + @T{t)^)MT

h{t)PBBTPMh{t) 

+ xT(t - h)DTSDx{t -h)- 2xTSDx{t - h) + 2xT(t - h)DTSDx(t - h) 

+ xT(t)Sx(t) - xT{t - h)Sx{t - h) + eT{t)r-le(t) 

=Ml(t)(PAo + AlP)Mh{t) + 2Ml(t)PBE0(t)Mh(t) 

+ Mftt) [P(A0 + BE0(t))D + PBE^t)} Br1 

x [P(A0 + BE0(t))D + PBE^f Mh(t) 

+ MT
h(t)(S + ST)Mh(t) - (n + GT(m)MT

h(t)PBBTPMh(t) 

+ xT(t - h)Rx(t -h) + 2xT{t - h)DTSDx(t - h) 

- xT(t - h)Sx(t -h) + e ^ r - 1 ^* ) 

(5.17) 

Now, using (5.4) and Fact 5.1, there exists a positive-definite matrix Q such that 

the derivative of the Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional (5.15) in (5.17) becomes 
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v(x{t)M)) 

<Ml(t)(PA0 + AT
0P)Mh{t) + MT

h{t)QMh{t) 

+ {P\0)
2\-Jin{Q)Ml{t)PBBTPMh{t) + Ml{t){PA0D)BrlDTAlPMh{t) 

+ [(p\f\\D\\2 + 2\\D\\PXpX + (PX)2]^(R)Ml(t)PBBTPMh(t) 

+ Ml(t)(S + ST)Mh{t) -(rj + GTm)Ml(t)PBBTPMh(t) 

+ xT(t - h)Rx(t -h)- xT(t - h)Sx(t - h) 

+ 2xT(t - h)DTSDx{t - h) + QT{t)T-1e(t) 

=Ml(t) (PA0 + AT
0P + Q + {PA0D)R-1{DTAlP) + S + ST - VPBBTP) Mh(t) 

+ xT(t - h) (2DTSD -S + R)x(t- h) 

+ ( (0*) r - QT(t))VMl(t)PBBTPMh(t) + QT{t)r-lG(t) 

(5.18) 

If the conditions of Assumption 5.2 are satisfied, then it can be shown that under 

the update law (5.11) the relation (5.18) is reduced to 

V(x(t), Q(t)) < -eMl(t)Mh(t) (5.19) 

Therefore, it can be concluded that 

lim |\x(t) - Dx(t -h)\\ = Q (5.20) 
t—>oo 

Hence, it results from the inequality | |D|| < 1 (Assumption 5.3) that ||a:(i)|| ap

proaches zero as t goes to infinity [27], [37]; this implies the asymptotical stability 

of system (5.1). • 

5.4 Numerical Example 

Example 5.1. Consider the uncertain time-delay system (5.1) with the following 

parameters 
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A0 = 

D = 

0 1 

1 2 
, B = 

0.1 0 

0 0.1 

AA.it) = 

0 

1 
> 

, AA0(t) = 

0 0 

0 l -0 .5s in ( i ) 

0 0 

l + 2sin(i) 2(l + 2sin(t)) 

Using the conditions of Assumption 5.2, the following are obtained 

P = , T] = 385.31 
0.0166 0.0222 

0.0222 0.0382 

Let the parameter &(to), gain matrix T, and initial condition (/> be given by 

e(t0) = [1-5 1.5 1.5]T, r = diag(100, 100, 100) 

c/>(t) = [0.5cos(i) 0.5cos(i)]T, t G [t0 - h, to], h = 0.5 

On applying the proposed control law with the above values, Figs. 5.1-3 are 

obtained for the resultant closed-loop system. The state trajectories are given in 

Fig. 5.1, which show that using the proposed adaptive control law the system is 

asymptotically stable. Fig. 5.2, on the other hand, depicts the corresponding adaptive 

control input. It can be observed from this figure that the control effort approaches 

zero as the state variables converge to origin. In Fig. 5.3, the 2-norm of the adap

tation parameter vector ©(£) is depicted which shows the parameter estimates are 

convergent. 
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Figure 5.1: The state trajectories in Example 5.1 using the proposed control law. 

9 10 

Figure 5.2: The adaptive control input in Example 5.1 obtained by using the proposed 
method. 
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Figure 5.3: The 2-norm of the adaptation parameter vector @(t) obtained in Exam
ple 5.1. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions 

6.1 Summary 

The results developed in this thesis can be summarized as follows. 

In Chapter 2, robust stability of a class of piecewise affine (PWA) systems 

with time-varying delay is considered. It is assumed that the system is subject to 

bounded uncertainty. It is also assumed that the time delay is unknown and time-

varying, but upper bounds on the magnitude of delay and its rate of variation exist. 

Sufficient conditions in the form of linear matrix inequalities (LMI) are derived for 

the robust stability of the system. Numerical examples are provided to demonstrate 

the usefulness of the proposed approach. 

An adaptive switching control algorithm is developed in Chapter 3 for uncer

tain time-varying discrete-time systems with time-varying delay, in the presence of 

disturbance. A set of discrete-time controllers are designed with the property that 

at least one of them can stabilize the system. An adaptive switching algorithm 

is then established to find a stabilizing controller through fast model falsification. 

The proposed switching scheme is convergent and guarantees the stability of the 

closed-loop system. Simulation results elucidate the effectiveness of the method in 
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stabilizing a highly uncertain time-delay system with a relatively large upper bound 

on delay. 

Chapter 4 is concerned with the stability of switched time-delay systems with 

polytopic uncertainties and time-varying delay. First, a parameter-dependent Lya-

punov functional is proposed. Then, using the Leibniz-Newton formula along with 

free weighting matrices, the uncertain parameters of the system are incorporated 

into the derivative of the Lyapunov functional. New sufficient delay-dependent sta

bility criteria in the form of LMIs are subsequently obtained. The efficacy of the 

proposed method is demonstrated by numerical examples. 

In Chapter 5, the problem of robust regulation for the class of neutral time-

delay systems with uncertainties is investigated. It is supposed that the uncertainties 

in the system matrices have unknown bounds. By utilizing the estimate of the 

unknown parameters, an adaptive robust feedback controller is developed which 

guarantees the stability of the uncertain time-delay system. Simulations confirm 

the effectiveness of the approach. 

6.2 Suggestions for Future Work 

In what follows, some of the possible extensions to the results obtained in this thesis 

as well as some relevant problems for future study are presented. 

• As a natural extension of the results of Chapters 2 and 4, it is always desirable 

to find less conservative conditions for the stability of uncertain time-delay 

PWA systems, as well as switched time-delay systems. It would be interesting 

to consider other Lyapunov-Krasovskii functionals for the stability analysis 

of switched time-delay systems to find new (and perhaps less conservative) 

stability conditions. 

• Adaptive controller design for highly uncertain continuous systems has been 
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well documented in the literature. However, stabilization of continuous time-

delay systems using adaptive control techniques needs further investigation. 

In this thesis, the problem of adaptive controller design for uncertain discrete 

time-delay systems is studied. Extension of the results of Chapter 3 to con

tinuous uncertain time-delay systems would be an interesting research topic 

with important applications. 

• The adaptive control scheme proposed in Chapter 5 requires certain informa

tion about the time-delay in the feedback loop. However, such information is 

not typically available a priori in many applications. Hence, it would be very 

useful to design an adaptive controller for this type of system, which does not 

depend on the delay information. 
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